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Abstract 
Successfully retrieving information sometimes causes forgetting of related, but unpracticed, 
information, termed retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF). One explanatory mechanism of RIF 
suggests related, but currently irrelevant, information is inhibited during retrieval, resulting in 
poorer memory for competing representations. Critically, this perspective suggests stronger 
memories are more susceptible to RIF because stronger representations produce additional 
competition when unpracticed. To resolve this competition, strong competing items are inhibited, 
resulting in the counterintuitive prediction that stronger memories are more likely to be 
forgotten. The aim of the current experiments was to replicate and extend recent work suggesting 
non-typical objects and own-race faces, both of which are associated with stronger memory 
traces, are more likely to be forgotten. In Experiment 1, participants studied and practiced typical 
and non-typical objects before memory was assessed through recognition or measures of 
perceptual similarity. Results showed object memorability influenced the magnitude of RIF: 
Non-typical (i.e., highly memorable) objects were more likely to be forgotten than typical (i.e., 
non-memorable) objects. However, RIF did not correspond with changes in perceived similarity. 
In Experiment 2, participants studied and practiced own- and other-race faces before memory 
was assessed, again through either recognition or similarity measures. Experiment 2 revealed no 
RIF for own- or other-race faces, and no corresponding changes in perceived similarity. These 
findings suggest that if memory traces are too weak to produce competition, no RIF is observed. 
Considered together, these results support inhibitory accounts of RIF, and suggest stronger 
memories produce additional competition that makes them more susceptible to forgetting.  
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Introduction 
Although forgetting is often cited as a failure of memory, it is critical for efficient 
memory functioning (Nørby, 2015). Long-term memory represents a theoretically unlimited 
storage system from which memories must be accessed when necessary, relevant, or desired. 
This unlimited system poses a unique theoretical question about memory retrieval: If memory 
contains accumulated knowledge and experiences that may associate with other, related 
information, how can relevant information be accessed when desired, without being affected by 
interference from other memories? One potential solution is retrieval inhibition (Bjork, Bjork, & 
Anderson, 1998; Bjork, 1989), or activation of executive control processes that inhibit related, 
but currently irrelevant, information (Anderson, 2003, 2005). This can lead to successful 
remembering but can also have unintended consequences (Roediger, 1973; Tulving & Arbuckle, 
1963). Specifically, attempting retrieval from long-term memory can sometimes cause forgetting 
of related information (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994; Murayama, Miyatsu, Buchli, & Storm, 
2014; see Storm & Levy, 2012, for a review). This phenomenon, termed retrieval-induced 
forgetting, is viewed as a negative consequence of memory retrieval (Bjork, 1975), in that 
information that is retrieved becomes subsequently more accessible, while related, but not 
retrieved, information becomes less accessible or temporarily forgotten.   
 Studies of retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF) typically employ a three-stage paradigm that 
includes a study phase, retrieval practice, and memory test (see Figure 1 for an example). During 
the study phase, participants learn a series of items drawn from different categories (e.g., 
clothing, appliances) presented as category-exemplar pairs (e.g., clothing – skirt, clothing – 
blouse, appliance – toaster). Once participants have studied these pairs, they move into a 
retrieval practice phase, during which a subset of studied exemplars are presented for guided 
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retrieval. Participants are typically shown a category and item-specific cue (e.g., clothing – 
sk___) that serves to encourage retrieval of a specific studied item. After completing retrieval 
practice, participants’ memory for all studied items is tested. This paradigm produces three types 
of test items: Practiced items from practiced categories (Rp+; e.g., skirt), unpracticed items from 
practiced categories (Rp-; e.g., blouse), and unpracticed items from unpracticed categories (Nrp; 
e.g., toaster). Generally, because of the benefits of retrieval practice, participants show better 
memory for practiced items from practiced categories (Rp+ items), relative to unpracticed items 
from unpracticed categories (Nrp items). However, participants also show worse memory for 
unpracticed items from practiced categories (Rp- items), relative to Nrp items, suggesting that 
retrieving some category exemplars induces temporary forgetting of related information (see 
MacLeod & Macrae, 2001). Importantly, this finding is not limited to successful retrieval 
practice, as even attempted retrieval can produce worse memory for Rp- items (Storm, Bjork, 
Bjork, & Nestojko, 2006; Storm & Nestojko, 2010).  
Figure 1. A sample schematic of a typical RIF paradigm. Retrieval practice produces Rp+ items 
(category exemplars that received practice), Rp- items (category exemplars that did not receive 
practice), and Nrp items (different category items that were not practiced). 
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 RIF is a robust phenomenon, and has been documented using a wide variety of stimuli 
and scenarios, ranging from verbal materials (Anderson et al., 1994; Carroll, Campbell-Ratcliffe, 
Murnane, & Perfect, 2007), autobiographical memories (Barnier, Hung, & Conway, 2004; Storm 
& Jobe, 2012), social cognition (Coman & Hirst, 2015; Macrae & MacLeod, 1999), visual 
scenes (Shaw, Bjork, & Handal, 1995), and factual statements (Anderson & Bell, 2001; Gómez-
Ariza, Lechuga, Pelegrina, & Bajo, 2005). While the underlying mechanisms that support RIF 
are debated, inhibitory processes are often proposed as the most likely explanation (Anderson, 
2003; Bjork, 1989; Storm & Levy, 2012). Inhibition serves a functional purpose to facilitate 
retrieval of relevant information, while simultaneously preventing interference from related, but 
currently irrelevant, information; the consequence of this process is that inhibited items become 
less accessible and therefore less recallable. In the context of an RIF paradigm, inhibition is 
engaged during retrieval practice to resolve competition between Rp+ and Rp– items because 
they are associated with the same retrieval cue (e.g., clothing). In this way, Rp+ items are 
successfully retrieved, and become more easily accessed during the memory test, while Rp- are 
inhibited and become less accessible and/or temporarily forgotten (Anderson, 2003, 2005; see 
also Storm, 2011). If retrieval is not engaged, inhibitory processes are unnecessary, an 
assumption that is supported by evidence that simply restudying a subset of material does not 
produce RIF (Anderson & Bell, 2001; Bäuml & Aslan, 2004; Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; 
Staudigl, Hanslmayr, & Bäuml, 2010).  
Although the majority of RIF research has used verbal study materials, and retrieval 
practice using tasks such as word stem completion, to investigate inhibition, recent work has 
shown that RIF also occurs for visual information (see also Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; Fan & 
Turk-Browne, 2013; Waldhauser, Johansson & Hanslmayr, 2012; Shaw et al., 1995). For 
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example, Maxcey and Woodman (2014) demonstrated that everyday objects are also subject to 
RIF. Participants studied a series of real-world objects grouped by category membership (e.g., 
muffins, cars). Because visual objects do not lend themselves to measures similar to word-stem 
completion, participants’ retrieval practice consisted of a two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) 
task, during which they chose between one studied and one novel exemplar from a subset of 
studied categories. Across three experiments, Maxcey and Woodman (2014) observed robust 
RIF, with higher recognition performance for Rp+ exemplars and worse performance for Rp- 
exemplars, relative to Nrp objects. Importantly, this finding held even when participants 
completed a task that prevented object-specific naming strategies (Experiment 2), under 
articulatory suppression to prevent verbal coding (Experiment 3), and despite evidence that real-
world objects are associated with extremely high recognition accuracy (Brady, Konkle, Alvarez, 
& Olivia, 2008; Standing, 1973). Research utilizing recognition-induced forgetting has expanded 
on this paradigm to show that semantic relatedness of objects, and not simply temporal grouping, 
is key to producing RIF for visual information (Maxcey, Glenn, & Stansberry, 2017). Combined, 
recognition- and retrieval-induced forgetting paradigms rest on the assumption that competition 
between category exemplars is critical to producing worse memory performance for Rp- items. 
In this way, many studies converge on the process of inhibition as an explanatory mechanism for 
RIF patterns observed. 
Inhibition in RIF 
There are several competing explanations for why RIF occurs. The inhibitory account of 
RIF (Anderson, 2003) suggests that when retrieval practice is engaged, competition between 
category members must be resolved to eliminate interference. To accomplish this, inhibitory 
processes act to suppress the representation of Rp- (unpracticed and currently irrelevant) items, 
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resulting in poorer subsequent memory relative to Nrp items. Additionally, there are two non-
inhibitory accounts of RIF. The associative blocking account assumes that retrieval practice 
serves to strengthen the bond between category labels and specific exemplars, and strengthened 
Rp+ items block access to Rp- items by producing interference during test (Raaijmakers & 
Jakab, 2013). Because Nrp items do not share the same category labels, these are unaffected. 
Third, context-based accounts hold that RIF arises due to mental context changes that occur 
during RIF paradigms (Jonker, Seli, & MacLeod, 2013). Specifically, participants engage 
retrieval practice under a different context than initial study, resulting in Rp+ items associated 
with two mental contexts. When retrieval practice context is reinstated during the final memory 
test, this improves memory for Rp+ items, but impairs memory for Rp- items because they do 
not have the same context association.  
Although all three accounts have received empirical support (see Murayama et al., 2014, 
for a review), many studies converge on inhibitory processes as the most likely explanation for 
poor memory performance for Rp- items (but see Jonker et al., 2013; Raaijmakers & Jakab, 
2013, for alternative explanations; these are considered in greater detail in the General 
Discussion). A majority of this evidence rests on the assumption that Rp- items are actively 
inhibited when retrieval of Rp+ items is attempted (Anderson, 2003; Anderson et al., 1994; 
Bjork, Bjork, & MacLeod, 2006; Levy & Anderson, 2002; for a review, see Storm & Levy, 
2012). The inhibitory account of RIF assumes that when retrieval practice occurs, current 
category exemplars activate other, related items because they are associated with the same 
retrieval cue. This creates competition between items, which can be resolved by inhibiting the 
representation of Rp- items, therefore making them less accessible, and allowing the relevant 
representation to be selected. Inhibition is proposed to act either at the level of an item’s 
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semantic representation (e.g., Anderson, 2003; Anderson & Spellman, 1995; Johnson & 
Anderson, 2004), or episodic representation (Racsmány & Conway, 2006), with the ultimate goal 
to resolve interference.  
There are four key predictions unique to the inhibitory account of RIF that have been 
supported by recent research. These predictions include cue independence, retrieval dependence, 
strength independence, and interference dependence. First, cue independence predicts that RIF 
should occur regardless of whether retrieval practices takes place utilizing identical cues (e.g., 
appliance – to____) or independent cues (e.g., bread – to____). For example, Anderson and 
Spellman (1995) demonstrated that retrieval practice using independent cues still produced RIF 
to the same extent as using identical cues. This prediction assumes that because inhibition acts at 
the level of an item’s memory representation, retrieval of the item itself, and not retrieval of the 
cue, produces RIF (Anderson & Bell, 2001; Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; Johnson & Anderson, 
2004; Veling & Van Knippenberg, 2004; but see Perfect et al., 2004; Jonker et al., 2013).  
Second, the inhibition account of RIF predicts retrieval dependence; this prediction is 
rooted in the assumption that RIF should only be observed when practice involves an active 
retrieval component. Specifically, simply re-exposing observers to a subset of studied items, or 
having observers perform their initial task (e.g., ratings) a second time should not produce RIF. 
This prediction is supported by research showing that a restudy component only produces 
facilitation for Rp+ items, but does not produce impairment for Rp– items (Ciranni & 
Shimamura, 1999; Experiment 5; Dobler & Bäuml, 2013). Similarly, retrieval practice wherein 
observers retrieve category names instead of category exemplars (e.g., app______ - toaster) does 
not produce RIF (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 2000). Retrieval dependence suggests that the 
retrieval of specific items is necessary to activate inhibitory processes and therefore produce 
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forgetting; without active retrieval, there is no need to resolve competition among items, and no 
RIF is produced (Anderson et al., 2000; Saunders, Fernandes, & Kosnes, 2009; but see Jakab & 
Raaijmakers, 2009).  
Third, strength independence predicts that the magnitude of RIF is wholly dependent on 
how memorable the practiced (Rp+) items are, and not the degree to which Rp+ items are 
strengthened during retrieval practice. Evidence for strength independence was demonstrated by 
Macrae and MacLeod (1999), who observed that repeated retrieval practice does not affect the 
differences between Rp- and Nrp items. In addition, RIF is still observed even when retrieval is 
impossible (Storm et al., 2006). For example, Storm and Nestojko (2010) had observers learn 
category-exemplar pairs (e.g., appliance – toaster; fruit – lemon) before completing retrieval 
practice consisting of category names and two letter stem cues (e.g., appliance – to____). 
Importantly, in Experiment 3, a subset of practice items were inconsistent with any studied 
exemplars (e.g., appliance – di____ versus appliance – to____), and in Experiment 4, all practice 
items were inconsistent with studied exemplars (e.g., fruit – ma____ and fruit - ba____). Even 
under conditions in which retrieval practice was designed to be impossible, with most 
(Experiment 3) or all (Experiment 4) studied items from a particular category designated Rp-, the 
attempt to retrieve related category members still produced robust RIF for Rp- items, compared 
to Nrp items (see also Bäuml, 2002).  
Finally, and critical to the current study, the inhibitory account of RIF proposes 
interference dependence. This prediction assumes that items that create larger degrees of 
competition (i.e., increased interference) during retrieval practice are more likely to require 
active inhibition of competing representations, therefore producing larger RIF. For example, 
Anderson et al. (1994) showed that items that were considered more semantically related (e.g., 
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fruit – orange) were more susceptible to RIF, relative to weaker semantic relationships (e.g., fruit 
– tomato). Additionally, Storm, Bjork, and Bjork (2007) found that items that were episodically 
strong were most susceptible to RIF. Participants completed a directed-forgetting task, during 
which they were instructed that some studied items were to-be-remembered for the memory test, 
and others could be forgotten. Results showed that RIF for to-be-remembered items was 
considerably stronger than RIF for to-be-forgotten material. 
Combined, these findings suggest that weak item representations do not produce 
significant competition during retrieval practice, and do not require the activation of inhibitory 
processes for retrieval success to occur; as a result, no RIF is observed (Anderson et al., 1994; 
see also Spitzer, 2014). However, strong representations that compete with Rp+ items are 
susceptible to forgetting because retrieval competition must be resolved to facilitate successful 
retrieval practice (Anderson et al., 2000; Bäuml & Samenieh, 2010, 2012; Shivde & Anderson, 
2001; Sharman, 2011; Storm et al., 2007; but see Jakab & Raaijmakers, 2009). 
Forgetting Visual Information 
Although most RIF literature has examined memory for verbal material, recent work has 
expanded RIF and recognition-induced forgetting to visual material (e.g., Maxcey, 2016; 
Maxcey & Bostic, 2015; Maxcey, Bostic, & Maldonado, 2016). Recently, Reppa, Williams, 
Worth, Greville, and Saunders (2017) tested interference dependence using visual objects as 
stimuli. Visual stimuli lend themselves naturally to manipulations of item strength, given that 
everyday objects contain a wide range of both episodic detail (e.g., perceptual differences across 
within-category exemplars) and semantic detail (e.g., names, functions, likely locations, etc.). In 
particular, objects can be classified as stronger or weaker exemplars based on their 
prototypicality (Jolicoeur, Gluck, & Kosslyn, 1984; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-
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Braem, 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). Non-typical objects tend to be highly memorable because 
they do not share as many features with category members (Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 
1991). However, typical objects, which share more features and are highly associated with 
category membership, should produce stronger competition (Anderson et al., 1994; Jonker et al., 
2013). Reppa et al. (2017) had participants study typical and non-typical items before completing 
a recognition practice phase (Maxcey, 2016; Maxcey & Woodman, 2014). An important 
assumption of this recognition practice phase is that practiced exemplars produce spreading 
activation to other category members. However, this activation does not spread to all category-
relevant items, only to those previously presented in experimental context (Maxcey & 
Woodman, 2014). In this way, spreading activation causes strong Rp- representations to compete 
with Rp+ representations; to resolve this, inhibitory processes are enacted to prevent irrelevant 
representations from being selected in favor of desired information. 
Reppa et al. (2017) showed that object memorability influenced the magnitude of RIF: 
When participants practiced typical objects, memory for non-typical competitors was impaired, 
while practicing non-typical objects did not significantly impair memory for typical competitors. 
This finding, taken with other recent investigations of recognition-induced forgetting, suggests 
that recognition practice is sufficient to encourage retrieval competition (see also Maxcey, 2016; 
Maxcey et al., 2017). Second, and critical to the current study, these results suggest that baseline 
item strength directly influences RIF. In particular, these findings suggest that competition is less 
likely to be produced by larger numbers of shared features, or based on stronger category 
membership association (Anderson et al., 1994). Instead, retrieval competition may rely more on 
memory strength, with highly memorable items more susceptible to RIF when unpracticed, 
relative to weaker items.  
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Importantly, Reppa et al. (2017) argued that object typicality influences RIF based on the 
memorability of the item, and not strong association with category membership. For example, 
typical items are strongly associated with categories (e.g., apple with the category fruit) and are 
identified faster and more accurately than non-typical objects (e.g., dragonfruit or pomegranate; 
Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Murphy & Brownell, 1985; Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). 
On the other hand, non-typical items tend to be highly distinct from other objects within the 
same category because of their unique visual features (e.g., a non-typical fruit, such as a 
dragonfruit, shares few features with an apple; Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). Lack 
of shared physical characteristics increases non-typical objects’ memorability. This in turn makes 
non-typical objects stronger competitors when they are not retrieved and necessitates the 
activation of inhibitory processes.  
Beyond the novel support for interference dependence, visual objects in a RIF paradigm 
allow for assessment of how representations might change as a consequence of inhibitory 
processes. If, as the inhibitory account proposes, representations of Rp- items are suppressed 
when they compete with Rp+ items, this should result in weakening of their memory 
representations. One assumption of object typicality is that unique features separate items from 
each other in psychological space (Johnston, Milne, Williams, & Hosie, 1997; Lee, Byatt, & 
Rhodes, 2000; Valentine, 1991), which leads to higher discriminability and better memory. If 
inhibitory processes serve to weaken representations in memory, this may also be reflected by 
changing representations in psychological space.  
Measuring Psychological Space  
Representations in psychological space can be quantified using measures that assess 
perceived similarity between items, such as multidimensional scaling (MDS; Kruskal, 1964; 
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Shephard, 1962; see Hout, Papesh, & Goldinger, 2013, for a review). MDS describes a set of 
statistical procedures that can be used for dimension reduction; specifically, MDS takes input, 
such as similarity ratings, and reduces the number of variables under consideration to allow for a 
set of principal dimensions (e.g., the most useful feature dimensions used to discriminate 
between category exemplars) to be assessed. By applying these procedures to estimates of 
similarity, the distances between items can be quantified, with greater similarity indicated by less 
distance. The application of MDS to object perception also allows for a visual appreciation of the 
underlying relations between groups of objects, and has been used previously to demonstrate 
differences between more and less distinct visual material (e.g., faces, Faerber, Kaufmann, 
Leder, Martin, & Schweinberger, 2016; Papesh & Goldinger, 2010; Valentine, 1991; everyday 
objects, Hout, Goldinger, & Brady, 2014). Across these studies, objects that are atypical or 
unusual to observers are less clustered in psychological space and have lower similarity ratings, 
while those that are more typical show greater clustering and higher similarity.  
To assess similarity, researchers can employ either direct or indirect measures to elicit 
similarity estimates about stimuli (Jaworska & Chupetlovska-Anastova, 2009). Direct measures 
include overt decisions, such as classifying items into categories (e.g., Faye et al., 2004; 2006), 
with similarity data measured by how often stimuli are classified as the same, or different, 
category. Indirect measures often involve secondary measurements, such as same/different 
judgments about two exemplars. Using these, similarity can be estimated based on the 
percentage of items that are mistakenly judged same (e.g., Wish & Carroll, 1974), or by response 
speed, with slower responses indicating higher similarity (e.g., Papesh & Goldinger, 2010). Most 
often, similarity is assessed by having observers rate all stimuli in pairs, with a rating for every 
possible combination of stimuli. However, this is not always the optimal method for data 
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collection, as the number of ratings participants must make increases dramatically with the 
number of stimuli in the set. To accommodate this, Hout, Goldinger, and Ferguson (2013) 
developed an MDS method that relies on the spatial relations between items (Spatial 
Arrangement Method, SpAM; see also Goldstone, 1994). Using this method, participants move 
stimuli around the computer screen, with distance between items serving as a measure of 
similarity. Critically, this method has been shown to produce MDS solutions that are comparable 
to those generated by traditional pairwise comparisons, making it both effective and efficient to 
collect similarity data for visual materials.  
An important assumption of similarity metrics such as MDS, and the accompanying 
psychological spaces, is that similar items are closer together. Limited space between 
representations makes them more confusable during retrieval, contributing to less accurate 
recognition. This concept is related to inhibitory mechanisms proposed to underlie RIF: If items 
are closer together in space, they will also produce greater competition during retrieval. 
However, this is inconsistent with evidence that highly memorable material is more susceptible 
to forgetting than non-memorable (i.e., typical) material (Reppa et al., 2017), given that 
memorability should distance items from each other (Johnston et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2000; 
Valentine, 1991). Therefore, assessing RIF using visual stimuli allows for a unique assessment of 
how memory strength (e.g., non-typical exemplars associated with stronger memory traces) and 
category associations (e.g., typical exemplars are more strongly associated with category 
membership) contribute to RIF, although to date, few studies have empirically investigated RIF 
using visual material as stimuli.    
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Current Study 
The aim of the current study was to further investigate the inhibitory explanation for RIF, 
specifically by examining interference dependence using visual stimuli that vary naturally in 
memory strength. The current study converges on several broad hypotheses about how memory 
strength affects susceptibility to RIF. First, assumptions of cue independence and strength 
independence posit that inhibitory mechanisms act at the level of an item’s representation 
(Anderson, 2003), although there is mixed evidence about whether inhibition acts on semantic 
information (Anderson, 2003; Anderson & Spellman, 1995; Johnson & Anderson, 2004) or 
episodic information (Racsmány & Conway, 2006). However, the ultimate goal of these 
inhibitory processes is to resolve interference. Second, assumptions of interference dependence 
hold that items that cause the greatest degrees of competition during retrieval practice will show 
the most subsequent forgetting. 
Objects make an ideal class of stimuli with which to test assumptions about interference 
dependence because typical and non-typical objects differ in their episodic strength, but may 
contain comparable semantic information. There is growing evidence that baseline item strength 
predicts the presence and magnitude of RIF (Reppa et al., 2017; Spitzer, 2014), with stronger 
category exemplars producing greater RIF when unpracticed competitiors. If non-typical objects 
associated with stronger memory traces are more susceptible to forgetting when they are 
unpracticed competitors, this would provide additional evidence of interference dependence that 
cannot be easily explained by other theories of RIF (e.g., context-based accounts; Jonker et al., 
2013). If non-typical objects are more susceptible to forgetting, this would provide evidence that 
stronger memories compete more during practice, and are more likely to be subject to RIF. 
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Finally, assessing memory through alternative measures, such as by measuring perceived 
similarity in psychological space, provide a novel means to test the inhibitory perspective of RIF. 
Core to this argument is that Rp- items are inhibited, or their activation suppressed, to resolve 
response competition during retrieval practice. If Rp+ items receive enhanced representation due 
to the benefits of retrieval, while Rp- items are inhibited and receive diminished representation, 
this should be reflected by increased and decreased distances in psychological space relative to 
Nrp items, repsectively. MDS also allows for a critical test of the hypothesis that episodic 
representations contribute to RIF (Racsmány & Conway, 2006): If perceptual similarity creates 
more competition between category exemplars, as would be the case for typical objects, the 
magnitude of RIF should increase for typical items. Alternatively, if memory strength creates 
addtional competition between category exemplars, as would be the case for non-typical objects, 
the magnitude of RIF should increase for non-typical items. See Table 1 for a breakdown of the 
hypotheses and predicted results for Experiment 1, and Table 2 for a similar breakdown for 
Experiment 2.   
Table 1. Hypotheses and Predicted Results as applied to Experiment 1. 
Hypothesis Predicted Results 
1. Stronger memories produce additional 
competition when unpracticed. 
Non-typical Rp- objects, which are highly 
memorable, should show RIF. 
2. Perceptually similar items produce 
additional competition when 
unpracticed. 
Typical Rp- objects, which are perceptually 
similar, should show RIF. 
3. Perceived similarity in psychological 
space will change as a function of RIF. 
Rp- objects will show smaller distances (i.e., 
appear more similar) relative to Nrp items. 
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Experiment 1. Forgetting Objects 
 The goal of Experiment 1 was to replicate and extend the recent finding that visual 
materials are susceptible to recognition-induced forgetting (Reppa et al., 2017), by comparing 
RIF across typical and non-typical objects. Experiment 1 consisted of a three-stage task, during 
which participants were exposed to non-typical and typical objects grouped by categories (e.g., 
backpacks, lamps), practiced or re-studied a subset objects, including non-typical and typical 
objects from different categories, and finally, the contents of memory assessed. To extend 
previous work, participants in Experiment 1 experienced one of two possible final memory tests. 
In Experiment 1a, participants performed a standard recognition memory test to examine 
whether typical and non-typical objects show RIF based on category membership. In Experiment 
1b, participants' memory was assessed by multidimensional scaling (MDS).  
Across Experiments 1a and 1b, there were several key predictions related to the 
inhibitory account of RIF. First, a core assumption of the inhibitory account of RIF holds that 
when subsets of semantically related items are practiced, representations of unpracticed, but 
related, items are inhibited (Anderson, 2003). This inhibition results in sharpening of Rp+ 
representations, while weakening Rp- representations. Based on evidence that semantically 
related visual materials are also subject to RIF (e.g., Maxcey & Woodman, 2014; Maxcey et al., 
2017; Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo et al., 2017), Experiment 1 examined RIF across typical and non-
typical objects grouped by category membership, with the prediction that participants would 
show RIF for Rp- exemplars.  
A second assumption of the inhibitory account of RIF is interference dependence, which 
holds that items that create larger degrees of competition produce larger magnitude RIF (see 
Anderson, 2003; Storm & Levy, 2012). Previous work has shown that words that are high 
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frequency and have a strong semantic association with category cues (Anderson et al., 1994; 
Shivde & Anderson, 2001), and items that are episodically strong (Storm et al., 2007), produce 
larger differences between Rp+ and Rp- exemplars. These findings led to the prediction that non-
typical objects, which share fewer features with other category exemplars, should show less RIF 
when not practiced, relative to typical items. However, this is inconsistent with recent evidence 
that items that are highly memorable, such as non-typical objects, may be more susceptible to 
RIF when not practiced (e.g., Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo et al., 2017; see also Spitzer, 2014). 
Instead, recent evidence suggests that baseline item strength, and not category association, may 
be a better predictor of RIF (Spitzer, 2014). This would suggest that non-typical items, which are 
highly memorable to observers based on their unique characteristics, would produce larger 
degrees of competition during retrieval practice and ultimately a larger magnitude RIF when they 
are non-practiced competitors.     
To test the assumption that interference dependence relies more heavily on baseline 
memory strength than shared features, Experiment 1 employed typical objects (i.e., those that are 
more strongly associated with category membership and contain multiple shared features, but are 
less memorable) and non-typical objects (i.e., those that may be weakly associated with category 
membership and contain fewer shared features, but are highly memorable) as studied and 
practiced items. Importantly, participants only practiced one type of object (typical or non-
typical) from studied categories. If highly memorable Rp- items produce additional competition 
during retrieval of Rp+ items, this should produce larger degrees of forgetting for non-typical 
items. This prediction is consistent with recent evidence that strong memorial representations 
produce more competition when weaker representations are retrieved, leading to larger RIF for 
memorable Rp- items (Reppa et al., 2017). Alternatively, if shared features contribute more to 
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competition during retrieval practice, with strong associations between category and exemplar 
activating Rp- representations, the degree of observed forgetting should be larger for non-
practiced typical items. 
Lastly, inhibitory processes in RIF arguably serve to resolve competition between 
memory representations in order to facilitate retrieval (Storm & Levy, 2012). One way to 
quantify the degree of sharpening or inhibition among memory representations is by employing 
alternative measures of memory processes, including MDS. By employing MDS in a RIF 
paradigm, visual representation of relational structures between practiced and unpracticed 
category members can be examined. This led to a third hypothesis, specific to Experiment 1b: If 
RIF improves memory for Rp+ items through the inhibition of Rp- items, Rp- items should 
appear more similar to each other in psychological space. This hypothesis would be supported by 
smaller average inter-item distances for Rp- items, relative to baseline items.  
Experiment 1a: Method 
Participants 
Based on an a priori matched pairs analysis of Reppa et al. (2017), who demonstrated 
recognition-induced forgetting of typical and non-typical objects, approximately 60 participants 
were necessary for Experiment 1, divided between Retrieval Practice and Control instructions. 
This estimate was based on mean group differences across non-typical and typical objects, with 
significant RIF observed for non-typical objects, compared to the nonsignificant RIF for typical 
objects, with Cohen’s d = 0.64, α = 0.05, and power held at 0.95. In total, 78 participants from 
Louisiana State University completed the experiment in exchange for partial course credit. Forty-
five participants (Mage = 19.4 years, 37 female) were randomly assigned to Retrieval Practice 
conditions, and the remaining 33 (Mage = 19.8 years, 26 female) were assigned to a Control 
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(Restudy) condition. All participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal 
color vision, and were native English speakers. Participants engaged in individual sessions 
lasting no more than 45 minutes.  
Stimuli  
There were 365 objects available for the current experiment. Each participant viewed a 
subset of 96 everyday objects, drawn evenly from 12 distinct categories. Each category 
contained a maximum of 17 possible exemplars, and all categories were drawn from the Massive 
Memory MDS Database (Hout et al., 2014). Images appeared in greyscale to encourage 
participants to consider typicality on the basis of shape only. Participants studied typical and 
non-typical exemplars from each category. There were 10 possible additional categories that 
served as filler; these were not tested or analyzed. To identify a suitable set of typical and non-
typical objects, images were identified from MDS similarity ratings made by naïve observers 
(Hout et al., 2014). Images consistently rated as atypical or unusual, as indexed by low typicality 
rankings, and located toward the fringes of psychological space, were used as non-typical 
objects. Images consistently rated as prototypical, as indexed by high typicality rankings, and 
located toward the center of psychological space, were used as typical objects. Sample stimuli 
are illustrated in Figure 2, and available categories are listed in Appendix A. During the first 
phase of the experiment, participants provided pleasantness ratings for the two most and least 
typical exemplars from studied categories. During retrieval practice, participants were presented 
with novel category- and typicality-consistent distractors (e.g., if typical birdhouses were 
practiced, two novel, typical birdhouses served as distractors). During the final memory test, 
participants were again presented with novel category- and typicality-consistent distractors that 
were not viewed during any previous phase of the experiment, intermixed with filler objects.   
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Design  
Participants were divided based on Recognition Practice (henceforth, Practice group) or 
Control instructions (i.e., restudy with no active retrieval component). The design for the 
Practice group was repeated measures, with participants experiencing two levels of Typicality 
(typical, non-typical), and tested on three Item Types (Rp+, Rp-, Nrp). Rp+ items were objects 
that were practiced during the recognition practice phase, Rp- items were studied objects that 
were unpracticed, but related to practiced categories, and Nrp items were studied objects that 
were unrelated to practiced categories and also unpracticed. For the Control group, participants 
experienced no recognition practice and were simply re-exposed to a subset of study items, 
which should not produce RIF (Anderson et al., 2000; Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999, Experiment 
5; Dobler & Bäuml, 2013). The design for the Control group was also repeated measures, with 
participants experiencing two levels of Typicality, and tested on three Item Types (S+, S-, Ns). 
S+ items were objects that were studied and restudied, S- items were objects that were studied 
and not restudied, but related to restudied categories, and Ns items were objects that were not 
Figure 2. Sample images used in Experiment 1a and 1b. Left are typical objects, and right 
are non-typical objects. Categories include birdhouses, benches, and televisions. 
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restudied and unrelated to restudied categories. Practiced categories and Typicality (typical, non-
typical) were counterbalanced across subjects, with participants engaging in retrieval practice or 
restudy with different typical and non-typical objects. 
The dependent variables for Practice group participants included hit rates for practiced 
(Rp+), unpracticed but related (Rp-), and baseline (Nrp) items, as well as participants' false 
alarms to novel category- and typicality-consistent distractors. The dependent variables for 
Control group participants included hit rates for restudied (S+), not restudied but related (S-), and 
non-restudied (Ns) items, and false alarms. In addition, all participants' accuracy as A' scores was 
assessed as a measure of discriminability, due to its resistance to very high or low scores (see 
Rugo et al., 2017). 
Procedure  
Practice group participants experienced three experimental phases, including study, 
recognition practice, and test; Control group participants also experienced three experimental 
phases, including study, restudy, and test. Each phase is described in detail below. See Figure 3 
for a schematic of the study and recognition practice phase, and Figure 4 for a schematic of the 
test phase. 
Study Phase. Because observers have been shown to have highly accurate and detailed 
memory for objects (Brady et al., 2008), participants engaged in an incidental learning task 
during the study phase (see Reppa et al., 2017). During the study phase, Practice and Control 
participants began each trial with a 500 ms fixation cross. They then viewed individual objects 
and indicated how pleasant they found the object on a 1 to 5 scale, with “1” indicating that the 
object was very unpleasant, and “5” indicating that the object was very pleasant (Reppa et al., 
2017). Participants studied 16 typical and 16 non-typical objects, 4 from each category. To 
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minimize the influence of primacy and recency effects (Murdock, 1962), four additional items 
from novel categories were presented at the beginning and end of the study phase, for a total of 
40 rated objects. Each object was followed by a 500 ms inter-trial interval. Upon completion of 
the study phase, participants experienced a 5-minute break, during which they performed a 
simple visual search task. This task involved searching for Waldo in scenes digitally adapted 
from Where's Waldo? books (Maxcey, 2016; Rugo et al., 2017). 
Recognition Practice Phase. Practice group participants experienced a second phase 
during which they performed a recognition memory test on half of the studied objects from half 
of the studied categories. Although participants studied typical and non-typical objects from all 
Figure 3. A schematic of the study phase, during which participants made pleasantness ratings 
about everyday objects, and the retrieval practice phase, during which participants completed 
old/new recognition decisions. During study, participants rated typical and non-typical objects 
from each category. During retrieval practice, participants practiced only typical or only non-
typical objects from half of the studied categories. 
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categories, typical and non-typical practiced objects were drawn from different categories. On 
each trial, a single object was presented, and participants indicated whether the object was "old" 
(i.e., previously studied) or "new" (i.e., novel to the experiment). Participants completed a total 
of 24 recognition practice trials, with eight previously studied items randomly intermixed with 
eight category- and typicality-consistent distractor objects, and eight filler objects from novel 
categories (see, e.g., Figure 3). Within each studied category, participants practiced either typical 
or non-typical exemplars (e.g., two typical backpacks, two non-typical vases, etc.). Each trial 
was followed by feedback for 500 ms indicating whether the answer was correct or incorrect.  
Although other previous work has used two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) during 
retrieval practice (e.g., Maxcey & Woodman, 2014; Maxcey, 2016), participants in the current 
study made single-item recognition decisions (Reppa et al., 2017). This practice task was 
intended to induce competition between category exemplars by encouraging recollection-based 
recognition (e.g., Brown, 1976; Mandler, 1980). Specifically, by including distractor items that 
were similar to studied items (e.g., two typical birdhouses) and by using a yes/no recognition 
task, participants must make practice responses on the basis of recollection, rather than relying 
on familiarity (Bodner & Richardson-Champion, 2007). In the case of 2AFC decisions, detailed 
memory may not be necessary for successful retrieval, as observers may rely on familiarity 
between two choices or gist-based representations (see Cunningham, Yassa, & Egeth, 2015). 
Additionally, the use of corrective feedback during the practice phase was intended to ensure that 
practice of target items was effective (Raaijmakers & Jakab, 2013; Reppa et al., 2017). 
Additionally, the use of single-item recognition practice encourages competition based on 
the assumption that to make a decision about an item’s memory status, a search-like competitive 
memory process must be engaged (Brown, 1976; Mandler, 1980; see Reppa et al., 2017). This 
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search process involves practice items’ category associations; although participants are not 
explicitly taught to associate exemplars with cues, as is the case in investigations of RIF using 
verbal stimuli, they nevertheless experience implicit cue associations through groupings of 
semantically related items. The competition produced is therefore based in sharing of an implicit 
category cue, allowing for a direct test of the hypothesis that category association may be 
predictive of RIF for visual information. 
Participants completed three recognition practice phases, with objects shown in a 
different, randomly assigned order for each iteration (Reppa et al., 2017). After each practice 
block, and upon completion of the second phase, participants again performed a visual distractor 
task by searching Where's Waldo scenes. Participants in the Control condition simply restudied 
three times, in random order, the same number of practiced objects intermixed with eight novel 
and category-consistent distractors and eight filler objects.  
Test Phase. All participants completed a test phase, during which they made old/new 
recognition judgments about studied and unstudied objects. All 32 objects from the study phase 
were intermixed with the same number of novel objects, four drawn from each category but that 
Figure 4. Trial schematic of the final recognition test. Participants made old/new recognition 
decisions about studied and practiced items (Rp+), studied items related to practiced categories 
(Rp-), and studied but unpracticed items (Nrp). The first three images represent typical objects; 
the final three represent non-typical objects. 
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had not been presented during any previous phases, and with 12 filler objects, for a total of 76 
recognition decisions. Presentation order of objects was fully randomized. Practice group 
participants experienced three types of studied objects: Rp+ objects (practiced), Rp- objects 
(unpracticed, related), and Nrp objects (unpracticed, unrelated). Participants in the Control group 
also experienced three types of studied objects that corresponded with retrieval practice items: 
S+ (restudied), S- (not restudied, related), and Ns objects (not restudied, unrelated). Participants 
indicated whether an object was previously rated during the first phase of the experiment (i.e., 
old), or if the object was novel (i.e., new). 
Experiment 1a: Results 
Alpha for significance tests was held at .05, and all multiple comparisons were 
Bonferroni-corrected unless stated otherwise. Only data from the eight experimental object 
categories were analyzed for each participant. 
Recognition Practice  
To ensure that participants in the Practice group successfully completed the recognition 
practice phase, hits (defined as correct recognition of studied objects), false alarms, sensitivity as 
A' scores and bias as B'' were assessed by separate paired samples t-test across typical and non-
typical practiced objects.  
Participants showed slightly numerically higher hit rates for non-typical studied 
exemplars (M = .84, SE = .03) than typical studied exemplars (M = .82, SE = .03), but the 
difference was not statistically reliable, t(44) = .82, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .12.  However, 
participants did exhibit a reliably lower false alarm rate for non-typical distractor objects (M = 
.32, SE = .03), relative to typical distractor objects (M = .50, SE = .03), t(44) = 4.88, p < .05, 
Cohen’s d = .73. Further, participants’ A’ scores were also reliably different, with participants 
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exhibiting greater sensitivity for non-typical objects (M = .83, SE = .02), compared to typical 
objects (M = .73, SE = .03), t(44) = 3.14, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .47; see Figure 5 for an illustration 
of false alarm rates and A’ scores. There was no reliable difference in B” scores across non-
typical (M = -0.44, SE = .07) and typical (M = -0.61, SE = .06) exemplars, t(44) = 1.82, p > .05, 
Cohen’s d = .27. Finally, I expected to find that hits during the recognition practice phase would 
be significantly above chance for both types of practiced objects (Rugo et al., 2017). Hit rates for 
non-typical and typical objects were both significantly above chance, t(44) = 18.23, p < .05, 
Cohen’s d = 2.72, and t(44) = 12.70, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.89, respectively.  Although 
participants did not show reliably higher hit rates for non-typical items, false alarm rates and A’ 
scores support the hypothesis that non-typical objects are more memorable than typical objects 
(Reppa et al., 2017). 
Recognition Test  
To assess participants’ memory performance, hits (again defined as correct recognition of 
studied objects), false alarms to novel category- and typicality-consistent distractors, sensitivity 
Figure 5. False alarm rates (left) and sensitivity (A') across typical and non-typical items for 
participants who experienced retrieval practice. Error bars represent standard error of the mean 
(SEM). 
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as A’ scores, and bias as B’’ scores was examined. Summary statistics across hits, sensitivity, and 
bias are available in Table 2 for participants who received Practice instructions, and Table 3 for 
participants who received Control instructions.  
Table 2. Hits, sensitivity as A' scores, and bias as B'' scores for participants who experienced 
Practice conditions. 
 Nrp Rp- Rp+ 
 
Typical 
Non-
Typical 
Typical 
Non-
Typical 
Typical 
Non-
Typical 
Hits .67 (.03) .70 (.03) .58 (.03) .48 (.03) .79 (.03) .92 (.03) 
A’ .70 (.03) .84 (.02) .64 (.04) .61 (.05) .79 (.02) .89 (.02) 
B” -.07 (.07) .19 (.08) .08 (.08) .52 (.07) -.37 (.09) -.60 (.09) 
  First, to assess whether all participants demonstrated RIF regardless of the study material, 
hits (defined as correct recognition of studied objects) for participants in the Practice group were 
assessed by a 3 (Item Type: Rp +, Rp -, Nrp) x 2 (Typicality: Typical, non-typical) factor, 
repeated measures (RM) ANOVA. I predicted that, regardless of the studied category’s 
Typicality, participants should show significant RIF, with better memory for studied objects 
(Rp+), relative to baseline objects (Nrp), and worse memory for related but unstudied objects 
(Rp-), relative to baseline objects (Nrp). This prediction was consistent with previous evidence 
that objects are not immune to recognition-induced forgetting (Maxcey & Woodman, 2014; 
Reppa et al., 2017). Participants’ hit rates showed a significant RIF effect, with reliable 
differences based on Item Type, f(2, 86) = 55.4, p < .05, η2 = .56. Planned comparisons revealed 
that hit rates for Rp- items (M = .53, SE = .03) were reliably lower than Nrp items (M = .68, SE = 
.03), p < .05, Cohen’s d = .71, and Rp- and Nrp hit rates were both reliably lower than for Rp+ 
items (M = .85, SE = .03), ps < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.56 and d = .85, respectively. Although there 
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was no reliable difference across Typicality, F(1, 43) = .45, p > .05, η2 = .01, the main effect of 
Item Type was qualified by a significant interaction, F(2, 86) = 6.71, p < .05, η2 = .56. This 
interaction, illustrated in Figure 6, demonstrated that the RIF effect in hit rates was larger for 
non-typical exemplars than it was for typical exemplars, supporting the hypothesis that more 
memorable information is more susceptible to RIF (Reppa et al., 2017). 
To examine whether RIF in hit rates was observed only for Non-Typical objects, separate 
3-factor RM ANVOAs across Item type as a function of Typicality were conducted. These 
analyses yielded reliable differences across both Typical exemplars, F(2, 86) = 10.74, p < .05, η2 
= .20, and Non-typical exemplars, F(2, 86) = 59.72, p < .05, η2 = .58. However, planned 
comparisons revealed only Non-typical items showed a reliable RIF effect: Hit rates for Non-
typical Rp+ items were reliably higher than hits for Nrp items, and Nrp items were reliably 
higher than Rp- items, ps < .05. However, hit rates for Typical items only showed reliable 
differences between Rp+ items, relative to both Nrp and R- items, p < .05, while Nrp and Rp- 
Figure 6. Hit rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) across Nrp, Rp-, and Rp+ items as a function 
of whether the exemplar was typical or non-typical. Error bars represent SEM. 
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items did not reliably differ, p > .05. This directly replicates Reppa et al.'s (2017) finding that 
item strength modulates RIF effects. 
Hits for participants in the Control group were also assessed by a 3 (Item Type: S+, S-, 
Ns) x 2 (Typicality) RM ANOVA. Unlike the Practice group, I predicted that there should be no 
RIF; instead, Control group participants should show only facilitation for restudied items (S+), 
and no differences between unstudied but related items (S-) and baseline items (Ns). Similar to 
participants in the Practice group, Control participants’ hit rates showed a main effect of Item 
Type, F(2, 64) =  34.83, p < .0, η2 = .52, and no effect of Typicality, F(1, 32) = 1.62, p > .05, η2 
= .05. Unlike the Practice group, the interaction was not reliable, F(2, 64) = .26, p > .05, η2 = .01. 
Planned comparisons revealed that Control group participants’ hit rates were reliably different 
across all item types, with participants showing lowest hits for S- items (M = .64, SE = .03, p < 
.05) compared to Ns items (M = .73, SE = .03), p < .05, Cohen’s d = .52, and higher hits for S+ 
items (M = .90, SE = .03) compared to Ns items p < .05, Cohen’s d = .97. This pattern, illustrated 
Figure 7. Hit rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) across Ns, S-, and S+ items as a function of 
whether the exemplar was typical or non-typical. Error bars represent SEM. 
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in Figure 7, suggests restudy may produce similar RIF effects as retrieval practice for visual 
stimuli, and does not entirely support the prediction that restudy fails to produce RIF (Anderson 
& Bell, 2001; Bäuml & Aslan, 2004; Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; Staudigl et al., 2010). 
To investigate whether the magnitude of the observed RIF effect was larger for 
participants who received Practice instructions than Control instructions, hit rates were also 
assessed by a 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Typicality) x 2 (Condition: Practice, control) mixed model 
ANOVA, with Condition held between subjects. This analysis revealed a significant interaction 
between Item Type, Typicality, and Condition, F(2, 150) = 3.76, p < .05, η2 = .05. Importantly, 
post-hoc tests revealed that Practice group participants showed significantly lower hit rates for 
Non-typical Rp- items (M = .48, SE = .03), relative to Control participants’ corresponding Non-
typical S- items (M = .63, SE = .05), t(75) = 2.73, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .63. The difference 
between Typical Rp- items (M = .58, SE = .03) and Typical S- items (M = .64, SE = .05) was 
numerical only, t(75) = 1.13, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .26. These findings provide additional support 
to the conclusion that RIF effects are produced by retrieval practice, and that they are larger for 
memorable (i.e., non-typical) information.  
Second, false alarm rates were assessed by separate paired samples t-tests across both 
Practice and Control group participants, to examine whether participants showed higher false 
alarm rates to typical, relative to non-typical, items. Practice group participants showed reliably 
higher false alarm rates for typical distractors (M = .36, SE = .02), relative to non-typical 
distractors (M = .21, SE = .03), t(43) = 7.43, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.11. Similarly, Control group 
participants showed higher false alarm rates for typical distractors (M = .52, SE = .03), relative to 
non-typical distractors (M = .29, SE = .02), t(32) = 8.05, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.40; see Figure 8 
for a comparison across Practice and Control instructions. Considered with participants’ hit rates, 
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these findings support the hypothesis that non-typical objects are more memorable, and may 
produce more competition during retrieval practice.     
Next, A’ scores were examined by a 3 (Item Type: Rp+, Rp-, and Nrp) x 2 (Typicality: 
Typical, non-typical) RM ANOVA for Practice group participants. For Practice group 
participants, this analysis yielded a significant effect of Item Type, F(2, 86) = 5.42, p < .05, η2 = 
.11, a reliable effect of Typicality, F(1, 43) = 5.68, p < .05, η2 = .12, and a reliable interaction, 
F(2, 86) = 4.22, p <.05, η2 = .09. Planned comparisons demonstrated a similar pattern as in 
participants’ hit rates: A’ scores for Rp- items were reliably lower (M = .45, SE = .05), followed 
by scores for Nrp items (M = .77, SE = .03), p < .05, Cohen’s d = .52. A’ scores for Rp+ items 
were reliably higher than both Rp- and Nrp items (M = .84, SE = .02), ps < .05, Cohen’s d = .41 
and .44, respectively. The significant interaction between Item Type and Typicality are 
illustrated in the right panel of Figure 6, and demonstrated a larger magnitude RIF for non-
typical objects (Reppa et al., 2017). Like hit rates, separate 3-factor RM ANVOAs across Item 
type as a function of Typicality yielded reliable differences across both Typical exemplars, F(2, 
Figure 8. False alarm rates across Practice (left) and Control (right) conditions, as a function of 
test items' typicality. Error bars represent SEM. 
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86) = 5.56, p < .05, η2 = .12, and Non-typical exemplars, F(2, 86) = 19.76, p < .05, η2 = .32. 
Once again, only Non-typical items showed a reliable RIF effect in A’ scores: A’ for Non-typical 
Rp+ items were reliably higher than hits for Nrp items, p = .05, Cohen’s d = .37, and Nrp items 
were reliably higher than Rp- items, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .57. However, A’ for Typical items 
only showed reliable differences between Rp+ items, relative to both Nrp and Rp- items, p < .05, 
Cohen’s d = .31 and .65, respectively, while Nrp and Rp- items did not reliably differ, p > .05, 
Cohen’s d = .16.  
Table 3. Hits, sensitivity as A' scores and bias as B'' scores for participants who received Control 
instructions. 
        Nrp      Rp-        Rp+ 
 
Typical 
Non-
Typical 
Typical 
Non-
Typical 
Typical 
Non-
Typical 
Hits .76 (.03) .70 (.03) .64 (.04) .63 (.04) .92 (.02) .89 (.03) 
A’ .69 (.03) .84 (.02) .44 (.06) .55 (.07) .76 (.04) .84 (.03) 
B” .18 (.11) -.02 (.10) -.17 (.11) -.59 (.11) -.78 (.07) -.37 (.09) 
 
To assess A’ for Control group participants, a similar 3 (Item Type: S+, S-, Ns) x 2 
(Typicality) RM ANOVA was conducted. This analysis yielded a similar effect of Item Type, 
F(2, 64) = 21.68, p < .05, η2 = .40, and of Typicality, F(1, 32) = 5.82, p < .05, η2 = .15, but no 
reliable interaction, F(2, 64) = .342, p > .05, η2 = .01. Planned comparisons demonstrated that 
differences across Item Type mirrored Control group participants’ differences in hit rates: A’ 
scores for S- items (M =  0.49, SE = .04) were not reliably lower than scores for Ns items (M = 
.77, SE = .03), p > .05, Cohen’s d = .32, but both were reliably lower than scores for S+ items (M 
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= .80, SE = .03), p < .05, Cohen’s d = .53 and .79, respectively (see the right panel of Figure 7). 
This is consistent with the expectation that Control group participants should not experience RIF, 
but does not support the hypothesis that restudy should only produce facilitation for restudied 
items (S+), and no differences across unstudied but related items (S-) and baseline items (Ns).  
Finally, bias as B” scores was examined across Practice and Control conditions by 
separate 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Typicality) RM ANOVAs. Participants who received Practice 
instructions showed a reliable effect of both Item Type, F(2, 86) = 69.69, p < .05, η2 = .62, and 
Typicality, F(1, 43) = 5.40, p < .05, η2 = .11, on bias scores, as well as a reliable interaction, F(2, 
86) = 10.95, p < .05, η2 = .23. Planned comparisons revealed that participants’ showed highest 
response bias for Rp- items relative to both Nrp items, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .54, and Rp+ items, 
p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.45, and bias was reliably higher for Nrp items, relative to Rp+ items, p < 
.05, Cohen’s d = 1.01. In addition, participants showed a bias to respond ‘old’ to Non-Typical 
items, relative to Typical items, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .35. Participants under Control conditions 
exhibited a significant effect of Item Type, F(2, 64) = 25.22, p < .05, η2 = .44. Post-hoc 
comparison revealed that participants showed differences in response bias across Ns and S- 
items, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .86 and between Ns and S+ items, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.25. 
However, there were no differences in bias between S- and S+ items, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .38. 
The effect of Typicality was not reliable, F(1, 32) = .96, p > .05, η2 = .03. However, there was a 
significant interaction between Item Type and Typicality, F(2, 64) = 18.66, p < .01, η2 = .37, that 
revealed a stronger response bias to call items ‘old’ if they were Typical S+ items, relative to 
Non-Typical S+ items. A full outline of bias scores as a function of Condition, Item Type, and 
Typicality can be found in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Experiment 1b: Method 
Participants  
Based on the same a priori analysis of Reppa et al. (2017), approximately 60 participants 
were necessary for Experiment 1, divided between retrieval practice or restudy instructions. In 
total, 92 participants from Louisiana State University participated in Experiment 1b. Forty 
participants (Mage = 19.7 years, 29 female) completed the experiment under Retrieval Practice 
conditions, and 33 participants (Mage = 19.8 years, 27 female) completed the experiment under 
Control conditions. One participant from Practice conditions was excluded for chance 
performance during the retrieval practice phase; data reported for Practice conditions represent 
the remaining 39 participants. One participant was excluded from analysis under Control 
conditions due to equipment malfunction; data reported for Control conditions represent the 
remaining 32 participants. An additional 19 participants completed the experiment with no RIF 
instructions to provide baseline measure of psychological space; however, 3 participants were 
excluded from analyses due to equipment malfunction. Baseline data represent the remaining 16 
participants. All participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal color 
vision, and were native English speakers. Participants engaged in sessions lasting no more than 
45 minutes.  
Stimuli  
Stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 1a. 
Design  
The design for Experiment 1b was identical to Experiment 1a with the following 
exceptions. The dependent variables that were assessed included participants' perceptions of 
similarity in psychological space. This was accomplished by employing MDS, specifically by 
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having participants arrange objects spatially based on perceived similarity (i.e., the spatial 
arrangement method, SpAM; Hout et al., 2013). This technique produces item-to-item distances 
for each participant that can be compared to assess how similarity ratings change as a function of 
practiced categories. Participants who received no RIF component served as baseline measures 
of similarity via inter-object distances. 
Procedure 
The first and second stages of Experiment 1b were identical to Experiment 1a (study 
phase, recognition practice phase). The final phase consisted of the Spatial Arrangement Method 
of multidimensional scaling (see Figure 9 for an example). To ensure that scaling distances were 
not artificially minimized by category membership, participants completed eight SpAM trials, 
one for each studied category, with category order randomized across participants. On each trial, 
participants were shown all study items from a single category (e.g., benches, birdhouses, etc.) 
simultaneously, randomly arranged in rows and intermixed with novel distractors. These items 
were arranged around an “active arena,” into which participants were instructed to drag and 
position the objects in space such that smaller distance between two objects corresponded with 
higher perceived similarity. Participants were instructed that they could place objects in 
overlapping positions or on top of each other, but that this configuration would indicate 
extremely high levels of similarity (i.e., nearly the same object). Participants were not allowed to 
advance until all objects were placed within the active arena and were clicked at least one time. 
To conclude each trial, participants clicked a stop sign in the lower right-hand corner of the 
screen, and were given the option to move to the next trial, revisit their MDS arrangement, or 
return all objects to their starting positions and create a new MDS space. 
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Experiment 1b: Results 
Recognition Practice  
To ensure that participants in the Practice group successfully completed the recognition 
practice phase, hits (defined as correct recognition of studied objects), false alarms, and A' and 
B'' were assessed by separate paired samples t-test across typical and non-typical practiced 
objects. Like Experiment 1a, participants showed numerically higher hit rates for non-typical 
exemplars (M = .80, SE = .03) than typical studied exemplars (M = .79, SE = .02), but the 
difference was not statistically reliable, t(38) = .52, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .08.  However, 
participants did exhibit a reliably lower false alarm rate for non-typical distractor objects (M = 
Figure 9. Sample MDS trial of the category Birdhouse. Each trial began with 16 exemplars 
randomly arranged outside of the active arena (top). To complete the trial, participants clicked 
and dragged each item into place, with shorter distances indicating greater perceived similarity. 
To conclude the trial, participants, clicked the stop sign. 
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.32, SE = .04), relative to typical distractor objects (M = .44, SE = .03), t(38) = 2.85, p < .05, 
Cohen’s d = .46. Participants’ A’ scores were not reliably different, with participants exhibiting 
numerically higher sensitivity for non-typical objects (M = .81, SE = .03), compared to typical 
objects (M = .67, SE = .06), t(38) = 1.82, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .29. There was no reliable 
difference in B” scores across non-typical (M = -0.31, SE = .09) and typical (M = -0.45, SE = 
.06) exemplars, t(38) = 1.31, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .21. Finally, I expected to find that hits during 
the recognition practice phase would be significantly above chance for both types of practiced 
objects (Rugo et al., 2017). Hit rates for non-typical and typical objects were both significantly 
above chance, ts > 11, ps < .001, Cohen’s ds > 1.7. Although participants did not show reliably 
higher hit rates or sensitivity for non-typical items, false alarm rates again support the hypothesis 
that non-typical objects are more discriminable than typical objects (Reppa et al., 2017); see 
Figure 10 for an illustration of false alarm rates and A’ scores. 
Multidimensional Scaling Solutions 
Using the SpAM method, participants’ perceived similarity was assessed by inter-item 
distances in psychological space. Distances were pooled so that averages were examined for all 
Figure 10. False alarm rates (left) and sensitivity (A') across typical and non-typical items for 
participants who experienced retrieval practice. Error bars represent SEM. 
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possible pairs. Average inter-objects distances were assessed by a 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Typicality) 
RM ANOVA for participants who received Practice instructions. I predicted that average inter-
object distances would mirror results from Experiment 1a: For Practice group participants, non-
typical objects should have overall higher inter-object distances, relative to typical objects, 
because they are more memorable and should therefore be more distributed in psychological 
space (Hout et al., 2014). This prediction was supported by participants’ MDS solutions, as there 
was a significant effect of Typicality, F(1, 38) = 20.54, p < .05, η2 = .43. This effect showed that 
average distances for Typical items (M = 428, SE = 14) were reliably smaller than distances for 
Non-typical items (M = 458, SE = 15); see Figure 11 for sample psychological spaces produced 
by two participants using this method.  However, I predicted that Practice group participants 
would show variation depending on the practiced category, with greater inter-object distances for 
Rp+ items, relative to Nrp items, and smaller inter-object distances for Rp- items, relative to Nrp 
items. This prediction was not supported, as there was no reliable effect of Item Type, F(2, 76) = 
.82, p > .05, η2 = .02, and no significant interaction between Item Type and Typicality, F(2, 76) 
= .03, p > .05, η2 < .01.  
Figure 11. Derived psychological spaces for the category clocks from two participants. Axes 
represent each participant’s distances in psychological space. 
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To assess whether inter-object distances for Rp- items differed from baseline items (i.e., 
corresponding items under Control conditions), an additional 2 (Condition: Practice, control) x 3 
(Item Type: Nrp/Ns, Rp-/S-, Rp+/S+) x 2 (Typicality) mixed model ANOVA was conducted, 
with Condition held between subjects. This analysis also revealed no reliable differences across 
all Item Types, F(2, 138) = 1.31, p > .05, η2 = .02, and no reliable effect of Condition, F(1, 69) = 
2.08, p > .05, η2 = .03. The effect of Typicality remained reliable, F(1, 69) = 66.34, p < .05, η2 = 
.48. Planned comparisons revealed that there was a slightly larger effect of Typicality under 
Control conditions, although the interaction between Typicality and Condition was not reliable, 
F(1, 69) = 3.81, p > .05, η2 = .03. The interaction between Item Type and Typicality was not 
reliable, F(2, 138) = .09, p > .05, η2 < .01, nor were the interactions between Item Type and 
Condition, F(2, 138) = 1.14, p > .05, η2 = .02, and between Item Type, Typicality, and 
Condition, F(2, 138) = .11, p > .05, η2 < .01. These results suggest that there were no differences 
between average inter-object distances between RIF object distances and control object 
distances. However, it is possible that because participants showed RIF under Restudy conditions 
in Experiment 1a, the lack of observed differences in psychological space are a function of 
competition produced under restudy conditions. If RIF occur for visual information when 
participants simply restudy, as opposed to only following active retrieval practice, this might 
account for similar distances across Item Types. 
To examine average distances across Typicality as a function of RIF Item Type, separate 
3-factor (Item Type) RM ANOVAs were conducted (see Figure 12). These analyses revealed no 
significant differences across Non-typical Nrp items, Rp- items, and Rp+ items , F(2, 76) = .38, 
p > .05, η2 = .01 and no significant differences across Typical Nrp items, Rp- items, and Rp+ 
items, F(2, 76) = .39, p > .05, η2 = .01. Although average distances were not statistically reliable, 
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the observed patterns were in the predicted directions, with participants showing slightly larger 
differences between non-typical Rp+ and Rp- items, relative to the differences between typical 
Rp+ and Rp- items.  
 For Control group participants, I predicted that there would only be differences based on 
Typicality, with greater differences for non-typical objects, relative to typical objects. To 
investigate inter-object distances, distances were assessed by a 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Typicality) 
RM ANOVA. This analysis revealed no significant effect of Item Type, F(2, 62) = 1.43, p > .05, 
η2 = .04, with comparable inter-item distances across Ns items (M = 464, SE = 18), S- items (M = 
468, SE = 18), and numerically but not reliably higher distances for S+ items (M = 483, SE = 18). 
Consistent with my predictions, there was a significant effect of Typicality, F(1, 31) = 48.51, p < 
.05, η2 = .61. Average inter-item distance for items that were Non-typical (M = 490, SE = 18) 
were larger than for items that were Typical (M = 447, SE = 16), t(31) = 7.46, p < .05, Cohen’s d 
Figure 12. Average inter-item distances for participants who received Practice instructions (left) 
and Control instructions (right). Error bars represent SEM. 
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= 1.32. The interaction was not reliable, F(2, 62) = .16, p > .05, η2 = .01. Average distances 
across Typicality and Item Type for Control participants are illustrated in Figure 11. 
For participants who received no RIF component, average distances were again examined 
as a function of Typicality by a paired samples t test. This analysis revealed that average 
distances were once again larger for Non-Typical (M = 452, SE = 21), relative to Typical (M = 
414, SE = 17) items, t(15) = 6.93, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.73. To examine whether these distances 
differed as a function of RIF instructions, an additional 3 (Instruction: RIF, Control, MDS only) 
x 2 (Typicality) mixed model ANOVA was conducted, with Instruction held between subjects. 
Like the comparison between Practice and Control conditions, this analysis yielded no reliable 
effects of Instruction, F(2, 84) = 1.58, p > .05, η2 = .04, a reliable effect of Typicality, F(2, 84) = 
79.16, p < .05, η2 = .47, and no reliable interaction, F(2, 84) = 2.19, p > .05, η2 = .03. The results 
of this analysis suggest that retrieval practice did not significantly affect participants’ distribution 
of objects in psychological space relative to no memory instructions. 
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Experiment 2. Forgetting Faces 
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to investigate the contribution of memorability to 
recognition-induced forgetting by employing typical and non-typical objects as study material. 
To further investigate how stronger memories create additional competition between Rp+ and 
Rp- items, leading to inhibition and/or sharpening of item representations, Experiment 2 aimed 
to extend the results of Experiment 1 by employing faces, as they are another category of stimuli 
that naturally range in item strengths. Faces, like everyday objects, contain rich episodic and 
semantic detail. However, although faces are often touted as a class of visual objects with which 
human observers are experts, evidence has consistently shown that expertise is limited to faces 
belonging to highly familiar individuals (e.g., Burton, Wilson, Cowan, & Bruce, 1999). 
Specifically, there is growing evidence of significant differences between the way familiar faces 
(i.e., those personally familiar to the observer) and unfamiliar faces (i.e., prior to an experimental 
context, unknown) are processed (see Johnston & Edmonds, 2009, for a review). These 
differences can be broadly characterized in that many variables that do not affect familiar face 
processing (e.g., changes in lighting, expression, or other contextual factors) impair unfamiliar 
face processing, and there is evidence of qualitative differences in the way these two 
classifications of faces are perceived. 
Many models of face perception differ in how they explain successful face recognition by 
supposing there are differences in how faces are represented in psychological space. Two 
common categories of models are norm-based models, which describe faces as represented based 
on their deviation from a prototype (i.e., the norm), and exemplar-based models, which describe 
faces represented in psychological space relative to their perceived distances from other, 
previously encountered faces. These model categories are not mutually exclusive, but they 
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provide a useful framework for many face perception perspectives. An example is Valentine’s 
(1991) Multidimensional Space (MDS) framework (see also Valentine, 2001; Valentine, Lewis, 
& Hills, 2016), which proposes that faces are represented in psychological space along specific 
dimensions useful for discrimination. These dimensions are relative, insomuch as they are 
determined by exposure to faces over time, and faces are assumed to be normally distributed 
along any given dimension. The origins of each dimension are assumed to reflect a central 
tendency, or average face (i.e., the prototype).  
Valentine’s framework holds that faces represented in psychological space can vary in 
their distinctiveness, with faces perceived as more similar grouped more tightly. Smaller inter-
face distances are associated with greater confusability, contributing to less accurate recognition. 
This assumption is supported by empirical work showing more distinctive faces are located 
along the peripheries of psychological space, and more typical faces are clustered nearer the 
center (Johnston et al., 1997). Distinctiveness, or typicality, of faces shows a direct parallel to 
object perception; MDS solutions for typical and non-typical objects show similar spread, with 
non-typical items along the peripheries (Hout et al., 2014). In addition, a key component of 
Valentine’s model is that highly memorable faces are associated with enhanced representation in 
psychological space by more distinct coding (Valentine, 1991). If RIF serves to sharpen the 
representations of Rp+ while inhibiting the representations of Rp-, this should be borne out in 
psychological space for faces: Rp- faces should be perceived as less distinctive (i.e., more 
similar) than Rp+ and Nrp faces.    
Two recent studies have examined recognition-induced forgetting of faces (Ferreira et al., 
2014; Rugo, Tamler, Woodman, & Maxcey, 2017). Ferreira et al. (2014) found evidence of RIF 
of facial features (Experiment 1a) and names (Experiment 2a) when participants studied and 
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practiced faces using cues that highlighted perceptual similarity (e.g., similar hairstyles) or 
conceptual similarity (e.g., same occupational category). Additionally, Rugo et al. (2017) found 
that when observers studied Black and White faces and then performed recognition practice on 
one racial category, RIF was observed, driven primarily by forgetting of White faces. These 
findings are important for three reasons. First, it suggests that faces are not immune to the effects 
of RIF, and that inhibitory mechanisms may play a role in retrieving information about identity 
representations (Ferreira et al., 2014). Second, Rugo et al. (2017) discuss that, overall, White 
faces were remembered more accurately than Black faces, suggesting in turn that more 
memorable stimuli show larger magnitudes of forgetting (a similar pattern as more memorable 
objects; see, e.g., Reppa et al., 2017). This result is also informative because observers viewing 
other-race faces show less spread in psychological space, relative to own-race faces (Papesh & 
Goldinger, 2010), supporting the notion that own-race faces may be more memorable. Finally, 
faces are often considered objects of expertise and may be represented in dense neural networks 
(Anderson, 1974); when one face is retrieved from this network, its activation spreads to other 
category members, resulting in inhibition (see Rugo et al., 2017). Based on this argument, the 
more expertise observers have with categories of faces, the denser neural networks become, 
which should lead to larger observed RIF. However, it is also possible that expertise leads to 
more effective categorical perception, in that boundaries between category exemplars (in this 
case, own-race identities) become more pronounced, and the dimensions for within-category 
comparisons narrow (see Angeli, Davidoff, & Valentine, 2008; Balas, 2012). This allows 
observers to rely on only the most useful dimensions for discrimination, resulting in identity 
representations that are more distinct, and theoretically leading to less competition during 
retrieval practice.  
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Grounded in these findings, there were several hypotheses for Experiment 2 (see Table 4 
for a summary of these hypotheses and predicted results). First, participants should show 
recognition-induced forgetting for Rp- faces (Ferreira et al., 2014; Rugo et al., 2017) in a similar 
manner as RIF observed for objects (Maxcey & Woodman, 2014; Reppa et al., 2017). Second, if 
RIF is due to inhibition of Rp-, items, and "sharpening" of Rp+ items, Rp- stimuli should appear 
more similar in psychological space than Rp+ items and Nrp items when memory is examined 
using MDS. Third, and consistent with Experiment 1, if own-race faces are more memorable, 
this arguably creates more competition during retrieval practice in a similar manner as highly 
memorable objects (Reppa et al., 2017). Faces of a different race than the observer are less 
distinct, and identities less memorable (Valentine, 1991); this should produce less competition 
during retrieval practice. Less competition between category members has been associated with 
less need for inhibitory processes and smaller or absent RIF (Bäuml & Samenieh, 2010; Levy, 
McVeigh, Marful, & Anderson, 2007; Storm et al., 2007). Considered together, this should result 
in higher rates of RIF for highly memorable identities (i.e., own-race faces), relative to less 
memorable identities (i.e., other-race faces). However, other-race faces appear more perceptually 
similar to observers and are grouped more closely together in psychological space (Papesh & 
Goldinger, 2010), similar to the way that typical objects share additional features and strong 
category associations (Hout et al., 2014). If interference dependence relies more on baseline 
memory strength (Reppa et al., 2017; Spitzer, 2014), the magnitude of RIF should be weighted 
more heavily by the memorial strength of faces than by perceptual similarity, with own-race 
faces producing larger RIF. On the other hand, if perceptual similarity creates additional 
competition between identities, other-race faces should show larger degrees of RIF.  
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Still, perceptual similarity should affect distributions in psychological space, with other-
race (i.e., highly similar) faces associated with smaller inter-face distances (Papesh & Goldinger, 
2010; Valentine, 1991). If RIF serves to sharpen representations of Rp+ items by inhibiting items 
that compete during retrieval practice, this should result in smaller distances for Rp- faces 
relative to Nrp faces, regardless of the practiced category. If memory strength produces 
additional competition and necessitates additional inhibition, the magnitude of inter-face 
distances between Rp+ and Rp- identities should be larger for own-race faces than for other-race 
faces. Alternatively, if shared features produce additional competition, differences between Rp+ 
and Rp- identities should be larger for other-race faces than for own-race faces. 
Table 4. Hypotheses and Predicted Results as applied to Experiment 2. 
Hypothesis Predicted Results 
1. Stronger memories produce additional 
competition when unpracticed. 
Own-race Rp- faces, which are highly memorable, 
should show RIF. 
2. Perceptually similar items produce 
additional competition when 
unpracticed. 
Other-race Rp- faces, which are less 
discriminable, should show RIF. 
3. Perceived similarity in psychological 
space will change as a function of RIF. 
Rp- faces will show smaller distances (i.e., appear 
more similar) relative to Nrp items.  
Experiment 2a: Method 
Participants 
Based on an a priori analysis of Rugo et al. (2017), who found RIF across own-and other-
race faces, approximately 60 participants were necessary for Experiment 2a. This estimate was 
based on mean differences across Rp+ and Rp- faces, with significant RIF observed, with 
Cohen’s d = .68, α = 0.05, and power held at 0.95. In total, 116 participants from Louisiana State 
University completed the experiment in exchange for partial course credit. Seventy-two 
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participants (Mage = 19.5 years, 57 female) received Retrieval Practice instructions, and the 
remaining 43 participants (Mage = 20.6 years, 33 female) received Control instructions. All 
participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal color vision, and were 
native English speakers. Participants engaged in individual sessions lasting no more than 45 
minutes.  
To ensure that other-race effects were appropriately manipulated, data was only collected 
and analyzed from participants who self-identified as Caucasian/White or Asian-
American/Asian. These racial/ethnic groups were chosen based on student demographics of the 
available participant pool at Louisiana State University. Fall 2018 estimates of student body by 
race/ethnicity demonstrate approximately 4% of LSU students self-identify as Asian/Asian-
American, while approximately 67% of LSU students self-identify as Caucasian/White (LSU 
Fall Facts, 2018). These estimates parallel demographics of the state of Louisiana, with 62.6% 
Caucasian and only 1.7% Asian residents (Louisiana Population, 2019). These demographics 
were considered because other-race deficits differ based on contact observers have with other 
races (see Hugenberg, Young, Bernstein, & Sacco, 2010). Although Caucasian/White and 
African-American/Black are often used in investigations of other-race effects, considered with 
the fact that approximately 12% of the LSU student body and approximately 32.2% of the 
population of the state of Louisiana identifies as African-American/Black, Asian identities were 
chosen to maximize observed other-race effects.  
One participant was excluded from analysis for self-identifying as African-
American/Black. From the remaining participants, 5 who received Practice instructions and 5 
who received Control instructions self-identified as Asian-American/Asian, while the remaining 
105 participants self-identified as Caucasian. Thirty-seven participants completed recognition 
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practice with own-race faces (White faces for White participants, and Asian faces for Asian 
participants), 35 completed recognition practice with other-race faces (Asian faces for White 
participants, and White faces for Asian participants), 21 experienced restudy with own-race 
faces, and 22 experienced restudy with other-race faces.  
Stimuli  
A total of 146 possible faces were used in the current experiment. Of these, faces were 
divided into two categories based on distinctiveness to Caucasian participants, own-race (White) 
faces, and other-race (Asian) faces (although these labels were modified for participants who 
identified as Asian-American/Asian). These race categories were chosen based on the racial 
demographics of available participants as outlined above, with all participants recruited from 
LSU students. There were 89 unique White identities, and 59 unique Asian identities. Images 
were sourced from the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Whittenbring, 2015), which 
contains high-quality, full-color images of White, Black, and Asian individuals. All faces used 
were females who displayed neutral expressions, and each face image was sized to fit within 575 
x 600 pixels.  
Design 
Participants were divided based on Recognition Practice or Control instructions. The 
design for the Practice group was again repeated measures, with participants experiencing Race 
within-subjects (own-race, other-race), and tested on three Item Types (Rp+, Rp -, and Nrp). 
Practice group participants practiced retrieving half of the studied faces from one studied race. 
For the Control group, participants restudied faces but experienced no recognition practice. The 
dependent variables that were examined included Practice group participants' hit rates for 
practiced (Rp+), unpracticed but related (Rp-), and baseline (Nrp) faces, Control group 
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participants' hit rates for restudied (S+), not restudied but related (S-), and nonstudied (Ns) faces, 
false alarms, and overall sensitivity as A' scores. 
Procedure 
There were three phases for the Practice group, including study, recognition practice, and 
test, and three phases for the Control group, including study, restudy, and test. See Figure 13 for 
an illustration of the study and recognition practice phases, and Figure 14 for an illustration of 
the recognition test phase. Each phase is described in detail below. 
Study Phase. During the study phase, Practice and Control participants began each trial 
with a 500 ms fixation cross. They then viewed individual faces for 5 seconds each. Unlike 
Experiment 1, because unfamiliar face memory is relatively poor relative to familiar face 
memory (Hill & Bruce, 1996; O’Toole et al., 1998; see also Burton, 2013), participants were 
encouraged to learn faces. Participants studied 20 own-race and 20 other-race faces, for a total of 
40 faces. Each face was followed by a 500 ms inter-trial interval. Upon completion of the study 
phase, participants experienced a 5-minute break, during which they performed the same visual 
distractor task described in Experiment 1, a simple visual search for Waldo in digitally adapted 
Where's Waldo? images (Maxcey, 2016; Rugo et al., 2017). 
 Recognition Practice Phase. Practice group participants experienced a second phase 
during which they performed a recognition memory test on half of the studied faces from one 
studied race, counterbalanced across participants. On each trial, a single face was presented. 
Participants indicated whether the face was "old" (i.e., previously studied) or "new" (i.e., novel 
to the experiment). Participants completed two blocks of 20 recognition practice trials, during 
which they were presented with 10 studied and 10 novel but category-consistent faces (a total of 
20 unique identities). Each practiced face appeared twice (Rugo et al., 2017), mixed with an 
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equal number of race-consistent distractors. Participants who received Control instructions were 
re-exposed to half of the studied faces from one studied race twice, along with an equal number 
of exposures to novel faces, with no recognition component. Between iterations of the practice 
block, and upon completion of the second phase, participants again performed a visual distractor 
task of searching Where's Waldo? scenes.  
Test Phase. All participants completed a test phase, during which they made old/new 
recognition judgments about studied and unstudied faces. All 40 faces from the study phase were 
randomly intermixed with the same number of novel faces drawn from each category (i.e., 20 
novel White faces and 20 novel Asian faces), for a total of 80 recognition decisions. Practice 
Figure 13. A schematic of the study phase and the retrieval practice phase. Participants studied 
Asian and White faces, and some participants completed a recognition practice phase on one 
category of faces only. 
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group participants experienced three types of studied faces: Rp+ faces (practiced), Rp- faces 
(unpracticed, related), and Nrp faces (unpracticed, unrelated). Control group participants also 
experienced three types of faces: S+ faces (restudied), S- faces (not restudied, related), and Ns 
faces (not restudied, not related). Participants indicated whether a face was previously seen at 
any point during the experiment (i.e., old), or if the face was novel (i.e., new). 
Experiment 2a: Results 
Recognition Practice 
To ensure that participants in the Practice group successfully completed the recognition 
practice phase, hits (defined as correct recognition of previously studied faces), false alarms, and 
A' and B'' for studied items were assessed by separate independent samples t tests comparing 
performance across own-race and other-race practiced faces. I expected to find higher hit rates 
and sensitivity (as A' scores) for participants who performed retrieval practice with own-race 
faces, which would indicate that White faces are more memorable to White participants and 
Asian faces more memorable to Asian participants. No patterns of data differed when analyzing 
performance for only White participants, so full data sets are reported below. 
Figure 14. A schematic of the test phase. Participants were tested on studied and practiced faces 
(Rp+), faces from the practiced category that were studied but not practiced (Rp-), and faces that 
were studied but not practiced (Nrp). 
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Participants’ hit rates across Own- and Other-race practice did not reliably differ, with 
participants exhibiting numerically higher hits for Own-race practice faces (M = .86, SE = .02) 
than Other-race practice faces (M = .81, SE = .02), t(70) = 1.58, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .37. 
However, participants’ false alarm rates were higher for Other-race distractor faces (M = .20, SE 
= .02), relative to Own-race distractor faces (M = .11, SE = .02), t(70) = 3.58, p < .05, Cohen’s d 
= .85. Similarly, participants who practiced Other-race faces showed lower A’ scores (M = .88, 
SE = .01), compared to participants who practiced Own-race faces (M = .92, SE = .01), t(70) = 
3.3, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .78. The pattern of false alarm rates and A’ scores are illustrated in 
Figure 15. There were no reliable differences in B” scores, t(70) = 1.12, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .26, 
nor did B” scores significantly differ from zero, t(71) = 21.74, p < .05. Finally, recognition 
practice hits were significantly above chance for Own-Race faces, t(34) = 15.99, p < .05, 
Cohen’s d = 2.70, and for Other-Race faces, t(36) = 15.06, p > .05, Cohen’s d = 2.48, which 
suggests participants engaged in successful retrieval across both practiced races, but supports the 
hypothesis own-race identities were more memorable to participants.  
Figure 15. False alarm rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) across own- and other-race faces for 
participants who experienced retrieval practice. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Recognition Test  
To assess participants’ memory performance, hits (again defined as correct recognition of 
studied faces), false alarms to novel race-consistent distractor faces, sensitivity as A’ scores, and 
bias as B’’ scores was examined. A summary of these metrics is available in Table 4 for 
participants who received Practice instructions, and Table 5 for participants who received 
Control instructions.  
Table 5. Hits, sensitivity as A' scores, and bias as B'' scores for participants who received 
Practice instructions. 
 Nrp Rp- Rp+ 
 
Own-Race 
Other-
Race 
Own-
Race 
Other-
Race 
Own-
Race 
Other-
Race 
Hits .59 (.03) .57 (.03) .55 (.04) .52 (.03) .84 (.02) .84 (.03) 
A’ .83 (.01) .83 (.01) .84 (.02) .46 (.23) .94 (.01) .88 (.01) 
B” .36 (.08) .79 (.05) .62 (.09) .70 (.05) .17 (.12) .06 (.11) 
First, to assess whether all participants show RIF regardless of the study material, hits 
(again defined as correct recognition of studied faces) for participants in the Practice group were 
assessed by separate 3 (Item Type: Rp +, Rp -, Nrp) factor RM ANOVAs. I predicted that 
participants would show significant RIF, with better memory for studied faces (Rp+), relative to 
baseline faces (Nrp), and worse memory for related but unstudied faces (Rp-), relative to 
baseline faces (Nrp). This prediction is consistent with Experiment 1a, and with previous 
evidence that faces (Ferriera et al., 2014; Rugo et al., 2017) and highly memorable visual objects 
(Reppa et al., 2017) are not immune to recognition-induced forgetting. Participants’ hit rates 
showed a reliable effect of Item Type, F(2, 142) = 105.8, p < .05, η2 = .60. Planned comparisons 
revealed that hit rates for Rp+ items (M = .84, SE = .02) was significantly higher than hit rates 
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for Rp- items (M = .53, SE = .03), p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.59, and Nrp items (M = .58, SE = .02), 
p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.44, while Rp- and Nrp items did not reliably differ, p > .05, Cohen’s d = 
.23 (see the left panel of Figure 16). To investigate differences between Rp+, Rp-, and Nrp items 
as a function of the race participants practiced, hits were also assessed by separate 3 (Item Type) 
x 2 (Practiced Race: Own, other) mixed model ANOVAs, with Practiced Race held between 
subjects. Results of this analysis again yielded a reliable effect of Item Type on hit rates, F(2, 
140) = 104.39, p < .05, η2 = .60. There was no reliable effect of Practiced Race, F(1, 70) = .26, p 
> .05, η2 < .01, and no reliable interaction, F(2, 140) = .35, p > .05, η2 < .01, illustrated in the left 
panel of Figure 19.  
Control group participants' hits were also assessed by a 3 (Item Type: S+, S-, Ns) factor 
RM ANOVA. Like Experiment 1a, I predicted that participants should show higher hit rates for 
restudied (S+) identities, but no difference in hits across related but not restudied (S-) and 
nonstudied (Ns) identities. For hit rates, this analysis yielded a significant effect of Item Type, 
F(2, 84) = 54.46, p < .05, η2 = .57. Planned comparisons demonstrated that participants’ hit rates 
for S+ items (M = .94, SE = .02) was significantly higher than hits for S- (M = .64, SE = .03) and 
Figure 16. Hit rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) across Nrp items, Rp- items, and Rp+ items 
for participants who experienced retrieval practice. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Ns (M = .68, SE = .03) faces, p < .05, while S- and Ns faces did not reliably differ, p > .05, see 
the left panel of Figure 17. To investigate whether the benefits of restudy were larger for other-
race faces, which are more difficult to remember (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001) and to 
discriminate (Papesh & Goldinger, 2014; Valentine, 1991), hits and A’ scores were also 
examined by a 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Practiced Race) mixed model ANOVA, with Practiced Race 
held between subjects. There was a significant effect of Item Type, F(2, 82) = 57.33, p < .05, η2 
= .56, and no effect of Practiced Race, F(1, 41) = .34, p > .05, η2 = .01. The interaction was not 
reliable, F(2, 82) = 2.27, p > .05, η2 = .02, illustrated in Figure 20. Planned comparisons revealed 
that across both Practiced Races, there were reliable differences between hit rates for Ns and S- 
faces, both relative to S+ faces, ps < .01. Ns and S- faces did not reliably differ, p > .05.  
Hits across Practice and Control conditions were also assessed as a function of Item Type 
by a 2 (Instruction: Practice, Control) x 3 (Item Type: Rp+/S+, Rp-/S-, Nrp/Ns) mixed model 
ANOVA, with Instruction held between subjects. This analysis revealed that participants who 
experienced Restudy conditions had slightly higher hit rates overall (M = .75, SE = .03) than 
Figure 17. Hit rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) across Ns, S-, and S+ items, for participants 
who experienced restudy conditions. Error bars represent SEM. 
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participants who experienced Practice conditions (M = .65, SE = .02), F(1, 113) = 12.40, p < .05, 
η2 = .10. Although I predicted the overall effect of Item Type for Practice conditions, it is 
possible that because participants under Practice conditions experienced response-terminated 
retrieval practice, they did not spend as much time encoding identities as participants under 
Restudy conditions. This is supported by participants’ average response times during retrieval 
practice (M = 1500 ms, SE = 56 ms), which is significantly less time than the amount participants 
had to restudy identities (5 seconds), t(71) = 26.88, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 3.17.  
Next, false alarms (defined as incorrect identification of novel faces as previously 
studied) for own- and other-race identities were assessed by a paired samples t-test comparing 
false alarms across Race. I predicted that participants should differ in false alarms across Race, 
with higher false alarm rates for other-race faces. False alarm rates did show a reliable 
difference, t(71) = 6.11, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .72, with higher false alarm rates for Other-race 
faces (M = .17, SE = .02) compared to Own-race faces (M = .08, SE = .01), illustrated in Figure 
18. This finding is consistent with evidence that other-race faces are more difficult to 
Figure 18. False alarm rates across own- and other-race distractors during the recognition 
memory test. Error bars represent SEM. 
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discriminate than own-race faces (Papesh & Goldinger, 2010; Valentine, 1991), and provides 
additional evidence that other-race faces are less memorable and may not produce significant 
competition between Rp+ and Rp- items during retrieval practice.  
A’ scores were also examined for Practice and Control participants as a function of the 
studied Item Type. For Practice group participants, a 3 (Item Type) factor, RM ANOVA showed 
a similar pattern as hit rates, with a reliable effect of Item Type, F(2, 142) = 19.84, p < .05, η2 = 
.22. Planned comparisons revealed A’ scores (see the right panel of Figure 19) were reliably 
lower for Rp- items (M = .74, SE = .03), relative to Nrp items (M = .83, SE = .01), p < .05, 
Cohen’s d = , and both were reliably lower than Rp+ items (M = .91, SE = .01), all ps < .05. 
These findings do not fully replicate RIF using own- and other-race faces as stimuli. However, 
these data suggest there is some benefit for items that receive retrieval practice, and provide 
some support for RIF effects observed using faces as stimuli. For Control group participants, a 
Figure 19. Hit rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) as a function of Practiced Race and Item Type 
for participants who experienced retrieval practice. Error bars represent SEM. 
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similar 3 (Item Type) factor, RM ANOVA revealed participants had reliably higher A’ scores for 
S+ faces (M = .92, SE = .01), and comparable A’ scores for Ns (M = .81, SE = .02) and S- (M = 
.79, SE = .02) faces, F(2, 40) = 44.58, p < .05, η2 = .52, see the right panel of Figure 20. 
Combined, these patterns suggest that restudy does produce facilitation for S+ identities, but 
does not produce competition between Ns and S- identities. 
 To investigate whether differences between Rp+, Rp-, and Nrp items differed as a 
function of the practiced race, A’ scores for Practice and Control group participants were also 
examined by a 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Practiced Race) mixed model ANOVA, with Practiced Race 
held between subjects. For Practice group participants, results revealed a reliable effect of Item 
Type on A’ scores, F(2, 140) = 21.10, p < .05, η2 = .21. There was also a reliable effect of 
Practiced Race, with participants showing higher A’ scores for own-race faces (M = .87, SE = 
.02) than scores for other-race faces (M = .78, SE = .03), F(1, 70) = 8.40, p < .05, η2 = .11. 
Finally, there was a reliable interaction between Item Type and Practiced Race, F(2, 140) = 7.33, 
p < .05, η2 = .08, illustrated in the right panel of Figure 19. The results of this interaction revealed 
Figure 20. Hit rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) as a function of Practiced Race and Item Type 
for participants who experienced restudy. Error bars represent SEM. 
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that sensitivity for Rp- faces was significantly lower only when the practiced category was 
Other-race faces. For Control group participants, A’ scores showed a similar pattern, with a 
significant effect of Item Type, F(2, 84) = 45.10, p < .05, η2 = .52, but no effect of Practiced 
Race, F(1, 41) < 1, p > .05, η2 < .01, and no reliable interaction, F(2, 84) = 1.27, p > .05, η2 = 
.02. However, planned comparisons again revealed that participants showed a significant 
difference in A’ scores across Ns and S- faces, compared to S+ faces, p < .05, while Ns and S- 
faces did not reliably differ across either Practiced Race, p > .05. The pattern of hit rates A’ 
scores supports the prediction that restudy produces facilitation for restudied items only, and 
does not produce reliable RIF effects.  
Finally, participants’ bias as B” for Practice and Control groups was examined by a 3 
(Item Type) x 2 (Practiced Race) mixed model ANOVA, with Practiced Race held between 
subjects. For Practice conditions, this analysis revealed a significant effect of Item Type, F(2, 
140) = 44.82, p < .05, η2 = .36, no significant effect of Practiced Race, F(1, 70) = 1.49, p > .05, 
η2 = .02, and a reliable interaction, F(2, 140) = 10.24, p < .05, η2 = .08. This pattern, illustrated in 
Table 4, suggested that participants showed higher rates of response bias when responding to 
Nrp and Rp- items, as both were reliably higher than bias for Rp+ items, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .70 
and 1.01, respectively, while Nrp and Rp- items did not reliably differ, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .18. 
Similarly, participants under Control conditions showed a reliable effect of Item Type, F(2, 82) = 
69.89, p < .05, η2 = .61, no reliable effect of Practiced Race, F(1, 41) = 1.21, p > .05, η2 = .03, 
and no reliable interaction, F(2, 82) = 3.10, p > .05, η2 = .03. Overall, the pattern of results was 
very similar, with participants showing higher bias scores for Ns and S- faces, relative to S+ 
faces, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.50 and 1.42, respectively, while Ns and S- faces did not reliably 
differ, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .22. 
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Table 6. Hits, sensitivity as A' scores, and bias as B'' scores for participants who received Control 
instructions. 
 Nrp Rp- Rp+ 
 
Own-Race 
Other-
Race 
Own-
Race 
Other-
Race 
Own-
Race 
Other-
Race 
Hits .66 (.03) .69 (.04) .60 (.04) .69 (.04) .96 (.01) .92 (.02) 
A’ .82 (.02) .80 (.02) .78 (.03) .80 (.02) .94 (.01) .91 (.01) 
B” .36 (.08) .79 (.05) .62 (.09) .70 (.05) .17 (.12) .06 (.11) 
 
Considered altogether, these findings do not support the hypothesis that items that are 
associated with a stronger memory trace (i.e., own-race identities) produce a larger magnitude 
RIF, as the difference between hit rates Rp+ items, and Rp- and Nrp items, did not differ as a 
function of Practiced Race. However, it is possible that because unfamiliar face memory is poor 
even under optimal viewing conditions (see Johnston & Edmonds, 2009), these weak memory 
traces do not produce competition between Rp+ and Rp- items during practice.   
Experiment 2b: Method 
Participants  
Based on the same a priori analysis of Rugo et al. (2017), approximately 60 participants 
were necessary for Experiment 2b. In total, 133 participants from Louisiana State University 
completed the experiment in exchange for partial course credit. Fifty-seven participants (Mage = 
20.6 years, 30 female) received Retrieval Practice instructions, and the remaining 32 participants 
(Mage = 20.5 years, 24 female) received Control instructions. An additional 16 participants 
completed the task under no RIF instructions (i.e., MDS only with own- and other-race 
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identities) to provide baseline measure of psychological space. All participants self-reported 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal color vision, and were native English speakers. 
Participants engaged in individual sessions lasting no more than 45 minutes.  
To ensure that other-race effects were appropriately manipulated, data was only collected 
and analyzed from participants who self-identified as Caucasian/White or Asian-
American/Asian. Two participants were excluded from analysis in the Practice group for self-
identifying as African-American/Black, and two participants were excluded for failing to follow 
experimental protocols. The results reported below include data from the remaining 53 
participants. Twenty-nine participants completed recognition practice with own-race faces 
(White faces for White participants, and Asian faces for Asian participants), 24 completed 
recognition practice with other-race faces (Asian faces for White participants, and White faces 
for Asian participants), 17 experienced restudy with own-race faces, and 15 experienced restudy 
with other-race faces.  
Stimuli 
Stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 2a with the following exception. For 
MDS decisions, faces were scaled smaller than study faces to fit within approximately 200 x 140 
pixels. This was approximately 1/3 the size of studied faces, but was large enough to provide 
detailed feature information during sorting decisions. 
Design 
The design for Experiment 2b was identical to Experiment 2a. However, the dependent 
variables that were assessed included participants' perceptions of similarity in psychological 
space. This was accomplished by employing MDS, specifically by having participants arrange 
faces spatially based on perceived similarity. This technique produces item-to-item distances for 
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each participant that can be compared to assess how similarity ratings change as a function of the 
practiced (or restudied) category. In addition, hit rates, false alarm rates, A’ scores, and B” scores 
were assessed during retrieval practice for participants who received Practice instructions.  
Procedure  
The first and second stages of Experiment 2b were identical to Experiment 2a (study 
phase, recognition practice phase). The final phase consisted of the Spatial Arrangement Method 
(SpAM) of multidimensional scaling identical to Experiment 1b (see Figure 21 for an example), 
with the following exceptions. To ensure that inter-item distances were not artificially minimized 
by participants considering race in their scaling decisions, participants completed multiple SpAM 
trials. On each trial, participants saw studied faces from a single race (i.e., all 20 Asian faces or 
all 20 White faces). Participants were instructed that their task was to arrange faces in the “active 
Figure 21. Sample MDS schematic. Each trial began with 20 faces flanking either side of the 
active arena (top). Participants clicked and dragged faces into the active arena, and concluded the 
trial by clicking the stop sign in the lower right corner. Note faces are scaled slightly larger here 
than they appeared in actual trials for ease of viewing. 
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arena” in a way that shorter distances represented more similar identities, and larger distances 
represented more dissimilar identities. Participants were instructed that although faces could 
overlap, this would indicate extremely high levels of perceived similarity (i.e., the same identity). 
All participants completed scaling decisions for both Asian and White faces, with scaling order 
counterbalanced across participants.  
Experiment 2b: Results 
Recognition Practice  
To ensure that participants in the Practice group successfully completed the recognition 
practice phase, hits (defined as correct recognition of previously studied faces), false alarms, and 
A' and B'' for studied items were assessed by separate independent samples t tests comparing 
performance across own-race and other-race faces. Like Experiment 2a, I expected to find higher 
hit rates and A' scores for participants who practiced own-race faces, which would indicate that 
White faces are more memorable to White participants and Asian faces more memorable to 
Asian participants.  
Participants’ hit rates across Own- and Other-race practice reliably differed, with 
participants exhibiting higher hit rates when practicing Own-race faces (M = .86, SE = .02), 
relative to Other-race faces (M = .79, SE = .02), t(51) = 2.29, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .63. 
Participants’ false alarm rates were also higher for Other-race distractor faces (M = .18, SE = 
.02), relative to Own-race distractor faces (M = .09, SE = .01), t(51) = 3.57, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 
.99. Similarly, participants who practiced Other-race faces showed lower A’ scores (M = .87, SE 
= .02), compared to participants who practiced Own-race faces (M = .93, SE = .01), t(51) = 51, p 
< .05, Cohen’s d = .94; see Figure 22 for an illustration of false alarm rates and A’ scores. There 
were no reliable differences in B” scores, t(51) = .23, p > .05, Cohen’s d = .01, nor did B” scores 
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significantly differ from zero, t(52) = 1.60, p > .05. Finally, recognition practice hits were 
significantly above chance for both Practiced Race categories (Rugo et al., 2017), t(52) = 20.10, 
p < .05, Cohen’s d = 2.76, which suggests successful retrieval.  
Multidimensional Scaling Solutions  
Using the SpAM method, participants’ perceived similarity was assessed by inter-item 
distances in psychological space. First, average distance was assessed by separate 3 (Item Type) 
factor RM ANOVAs across Practice and Control conditions. I predicted that average inter-face 
distances would mirror predicted results from Experiment 2a: For Practice group participants, I 
predicted that average distances would differ as a function of the Item Type, with greater inter-
face distances for Rp+ items, relative to baseline items, and smaller inter-face distances for Rp- 
items, relative to baseline items. For Practice group participants, there was no reliable effect of 
Item Type, F(2, 104) < 1, p > .05, η2 < .01, with comparable distances across Nrp items (M = 
508, SE = 9), Rp- items (M = 508, SE = 10), and Rp+ items (M = 509, SE = 10). To examine 
whether inter-face distances differed as a function of Practiced Race, average inter-face distances 
were also assessed by 3 (Item Type) x 2 (Practiced Race) mixed model ANOVAs, with Practiced 
Figure 22. False alarm rates (left) and sensitivity (A', right) across own- and other-race faces for 
participants who experienced retrieval practice. 
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Race held between subjects. This analysis yielded no reliable effect of Item Type F(2, 102) = 
.06, p > .05, η2 < .01,). In addition, there was no reliable interaction between Item Type and 
Practiced Race, F(2, 102) = 1.63, p > .05, η2 = .03, illustrated in Figure 23. Although I predicted 
that average inter-face distances would mirror predicted results from Experiment 2a, Practice 
group participants did not show any differences as a function of RIF. This is consistent with the 
results of Experiment 1b, but inconsistent with the differences observed across Item Type from 
Experiment 2a.  
For Control group participants, I predicted that average distances would also mirror 
predicted results for Experiment 2a, with larger inter-face distances for restudied (S+) faces, but 
no differences across not restudied but related (S-) and nonstudied (Ns) faces. Average distance 
was assessed by a 3 (Item Type) factor RM ANOVA, and Control participants’ average inter-
face distances similarly revealed no reliable effect of Item Type, F(2, 60) = .06, p > .05, η2 = .02. 
Figure 23. Average inter-face distance as a function of Practiced Race and Item Type for 
participants who experienced retrieval practice. 
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To examine distance as a function of the Practiced Race, distances were also assessed through a 
3 (Item Type) x 2 (Practiced Race) mixed model ANOVA, with Practiced Race held between 
subjects. Unlike Practice group participants, Control participants’ inter-face distances showed 
reliable differences across Practiced Race, with participants who practiced Own-race faces 
showing reliably larger distances than participants who practiced Other-race faces, F(1, 30) = 
9.20, p < .05, η2 = .24, illustrated in Figure 24. Planned comparisons revealed these differences 
were only reliable between own-race S+ faces (M = 542, SE = 14) and other-race S+ faces (M = 
477, SE = 11), t(30) = 3.54, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.26, and between own-race S- faces (M = 549, 
SE = 14) and other-race S- faces (M = 476, SE = 16), t(30) = 3.48, p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.23.  
For participants who received no RIF component, average distances were again examined 
as a function of Race by a paired samples t test. This analysis revealed that although distances 
were numerically higher for Own-race identities, average distances were not reliably different 
across Own-race faces (M = 469, SE = 18) and Other-race faces (M = 452, SE = 18), t(15) = 1.71, 
Figure 24. Average inter-face distance as a function of Restudied Race and Item Type for 
participants who experienced restudy conditions. 
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p > .05, Cohen’s d = .43. To examine whether these distances differed as a function of RIF 
instructions, an additional 3 (Instruction: RIF, Control, MDS only) x 2 (Race: Own, other) mixed 
model ANOVA was conducted, with Instruction held between subjects. Like the comparison 
between Practice and Control conditions, this analysis yielded no reliable effects of Race, F(1, 
98) = 1.51, p > .05, η2 = .01. There was, however, a reliable effect of Instruction, F(2, 98) = 3.88, 
p < .05, η2 = .08, and a reliable interaction, F(2, 98) = 3.98, p < .05, η2 = .08. The results of this 
interaction revealed that average distances for participants who experienced MDS only 
instructions (i.e., no memory component) had overall smaller distances than participants in RIF 
or Control conditions. Overall, these results do not support the hypothesis that retrieval practice 
produces observable differences in psychological space, and, combined with the results of 
Experiment 1b, fail to provide support for SpAM as a sensitive index of RIF effects. 
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General Discussion 
 The purpose of the current experiments was to investigate the inhibitory explanation of 
retrieval-induced forgetting; in particular, these experiments examined the interference 
dependence assumption of the inhibitory account. Interference dependence describes the fact that 
baseline memory strength should influence the magnitude of RIF, with stronger memories 
producing greater competition during retrieval practice. To resolve this competition, inhibitory 
mechanisms must be activated to suppress representations of competing, but currently irrelevant, 
information, so that desired information can be retrieved successfully. The aim of Experiment 1 
was to replicate and extend the recent finding that non-typical objects produce a larger 
magnitude RIF than typical objects (Reppa et al., 2017), potentially due to additional competition 
produced when non-typical objects are unpracticed competitors. Experiment 2 also aimed to 
replicate and extend recent findings showing that own- and other-race faces, which are more and 
less memorable, respectively, are also susceptible to RIF effects (Rugo et al., 2017). The results 
of Experiment 1 replicated three prior findings: RIF occurs for visual stimuli (Maxcey & 
Woodman, 2014; Reppa et al., 2017), these effects can be demonstrated using recognition tasks 
(Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo et al., 2017), and the magnitude of the RIF effect differs as a function 
of unpracticed, but related (i.e., Rp-), items’ memory strength. Broadly, the results of Experiment 
2 provide inconclusive evidence about the nature of face representations: Although participants 
showed some benefits of retrieval practice and restudy, they did not show the typical RIF effect 
in hit rates, due largely to no differences between hits for Rp- faces and Nrp faces.  
 The results of Experiment 1a demonstrated that, overall, participants showed a significant 
RIF effect across typical and non-typical items, with worse memory performance for Rp- items, 
and better memory for Rp+ items, relative to Nrp items. Critically, the RIF effect was larger for 
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non-typical exemplars than it was for typical exemplars, suggesting that when non-typical items 
are not practiced or currently relevant, they nevertheless produce some competition during 
retrieval practice. Considered with evidence that strong competitors are more likely to show RIF 
than weak competitors (Anderson et al., 1994; Shivde & Anderson, 2001; Storm et al., 2007; see 
also Spitzer, 2014), and that non-typical items are more susceptible to RIF than typical items 
(Reppa et al., 2017), Experiment 1 supports the interference dependence prediction of the 
inhibitory account of RIF (but see Jakab & Raaijmakers, 2009; Williams & Zacks, 2001). These 
findings are also difficult to explain using associative accounts (Butler, Williams, Zacks, & 
Maki, 2001) and context-based accounts (Jonker et al., 2013; Jonker, Seli, & MacLeod, 2015) of 
RIF, given that these alternate views predict that items with strong category-exemplar 
associations (e.g., those between typical items and their category) should suffer more than 
weaker associations (e.g., those between non-typical items and their category). 
The associate account of RIF suggests that when participants engage in retrieval practice, 
associations between practiced exemplars and category membership is strengthened. This 
strengthening of Rp+ items provides benefits during retrieval, but blocks access to Rp- items 
associated with the same category cue (Butler et al., 2001; Camp, Pecher, & Schmidt, 2007; 
Perfect et al., 2004). According to associative accounts, stronger links between category-
exemplar pairs should result in larger magnitude RIF. By extension, this account would predict 
participants should show greater RIF for Typical Rp- items. On the other hand, context-based 
accounts of RIF argue that in order for RIF to occur, participants must experience a context 
change between study and retrieval practice, and that retrieval practice context must be reinstated 
during the final memory test (Jonker et al, 2013; Jonker et al., 2015). Although the context-based 
account makes no formal predictions about baseline item strength, memory for stronger 
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category-exemplar pairs might be more disrupted by context changes (Sahakyan & Goodman, 
2010; Jonker et al., 2013). The prediction that strong category cue-exemplar associations would 
be associated with greater RIF was not supported in the current experiment, as arguably weaker 
category-exemplar pairs (i.e., non-typical items) produced significant RIF, while stronger pairs 
(i.e., typical items) did not.  
In addition, the results of Experiment 1a suggest that restudy of visual representations 
might produce similar RIF effects, albeit effects less sensitive to the influence of baseline item 
strength. Participants who simply restudied a subset of exemplars instead of experiencing 
retrieval practice also showed a significant difference in hit rates between items that were 
restudied (S+), related to restudied items but not restudied (S-), and unrelated items that were not 
restudied (Ns). Although these participants did not show differences in the magnitude of the 
effect based on typicality, this suggests that refreshing an item's episodic representation, as 
would be the case during restudy, might also produce some competition (e.g., through spreading 
activation; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Collins & Quillian, 1972). Relatedly, there is evidence that 
covert retrieval (e.g., participants considering whether a currently-viewed item has been seen 
before, even if they are not instructed to actively retrieve information) benefits memory in 
similar ways as overt retrieval (i.e., retrieval practice; Kang, 2010; Smith, 2011; Tulving, 1983; 
but see MacLeod, Gopie, Hourihan, Neary, & Ozkubo, 2010).  Recent investigations of RIF 
effects have also shown that when participants engaged in mixed practice, such as when restudy 
and retrieval practice conditions are interleaved within the same practice block, RIF effects are 
observed (Dobler & Bäuml, 2013). If participants in the current study engaged in covert retrieval 
while restudying objects, it is possible that these retrieval processes would be sufficient to 
produce inhibition of Rp- items. If participants did engage covert retrieval, the fact that 
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participants engaged in multiple restudy blocks that paralleled multiple retrieval practice blocks 
might have encouraged RIF effects for restudied items.    
 The evidence of difference between S+ and S- items in participants' hit rates also lends 
additional support to the inhibitory account of RIF, relative to context-based accounts of RIF 
(Jonker et al., 2013). According to context-based accounts, RIF requires two experimental 
elements: The study and practice phase must differ in context (e.g., passive study or pleasantness 
ratings followed by recognition practice), and the practice and test phases must have the same 
context (e.g., recognition). Context-based accounts argue that because Rp- items are associated 
with the practiced context, but were not actively practiced, the lack of context reinstatement 
during test impairs memory for Rp- items. Nrp items, which are only associated with the study 
context, do not benefit from context reinstatement at test, but they are also not impaired because 
they have only the study context. Rp+ items, which have their context reinstated across practice 
and test, then show benefits in memory performance. Recent outlines of the context account of 
RIF argue that restudy does not qualify as a context shift, and that is why no differences emerge 
between Ns and S- items at test (Jonker et al., 2015).  However, control conditions of Experiment 
1a are inconsistent with these assumptions: According to context-based accounts, participants did 
not experience a context shift between pleasantness ratings and restudy, yet memory 
performance still showed differences across S+, S-, and Ns exemplars. Considered with 
participants' A' scores, which did not show any difference across S+ and Ns exemplars, these 
findings provide mixed support for RIF of visual information when item representations are 
restudied (c.f. Anderson & Bell, 2001; Bäuml & Aslan, 2004; Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; 
Staudigl et al., 2010), and do not provide support to context-based accounts of RIF (e.g., Jonker 
et al., 2013; Jonker et al., 2015).  
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The results of Experiment 2a, on the other hand, do not replicate recent findings that 
faces are susceptible to RIF (Ferreira et al., 2014; Rugo et al., 2017). Although there were 
numerical differences between hit rates for Nrp, Rp-, and Rp+ items, these differences did not 
reveal significant RIF for participants who experienced retrieval practice. In addition, 
participants who experienced restudy showed similar faciltation in hit rates for S+ faces, and no 
differences across Ns and S- faces. On the other hand, sensitivity (as A’ scores) for participants 
who engaged retrieval practice did overall show RIF; however, this effect was driven by poor 
sensitivity for other-race Rp- faces. This suggests that other-race faces, which are associated with 
weaker memory representations, may be more susceptible to discrimination difficulties at test, 
rather than forgetting induced by retrieval practice. Considered with the fact that participants 
showed superior memory for Rp+ faces, regardless of the faces' race, this might instead suggest 
that lack of perceptual discriminability plays a role in producing RIF. 
Although this does not replicate Rugo et al.'s (2017) finding that White faces (i.e., own-
race) produce significant RIF, while Black (i.e., other-race) faces do not, these results are not 
entirely unprecedented. Because unfamiliar face memory is notoriously poor, relative to familiar 
face memory (Hill & Bruce, 1996; O’Toole et al., 1998; see also Burton, 2013; Johnston & 
Edmonds, 2009), these results imply competition between practiced, and unpracticed but related, 
exemplars may simply be unecessary for unfamiliar identities. When an unfamiliar face 
experiences benefits of retrieval practice or restudy, as evidenced by better memory for both Rp+ 
and S+ items, this process may not produce any competition between unpracticed exemplars 
because their memory traces are weak regardless of the identity's race. These findings also 
suggest that retrieval practice might not produce competition between studied exemplars because 
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the amount of time spend refreshing the identity representation through practice is generally 
much shorter than time spent restudying the same information. 
Although Experiment 2a failed to replicate the RIF effect on White faces observed by 
Rugo et al. (2017), the current study included several methodological departures. First, 
participants in the current study learned more identities than those used previously (20 faces of 
each race, instead of 10 faces of each race), and participants had less time to study each face (5 
seconds instead of 10). It is possible that increasing the number of identities resulted in overall 
weaker memory traces for each studied face, and these weaker traces precluded competition 
during retrieval practice. Decreasing the study time from 10 seconds to 5 seconds is unlikely to 
have played a significant role in eliminating RIF effects, as eye-tracking evidence has 
demonstrated that participants produce more eye movements within few seconds of study and 
may taper off over time, not effectively utilizing extended study periods and particularly for 
other-race faces (see Goldinger, He, & Papesh, 2009). Additionally, Rugo et al. (2017) suggested 
that other-race identities, such as Asian faces studied by White participants, might be immune to 
RIF, because there are fewer other-race identities stored in memory, leading to sparser neural 
networks (Anderson, 1974). This in turn should lead to less competition during retrieval. The 
current experiment does not support this hypothesis, as only other-race (i.e., Asian) identities 
showed significant RIF in A’ scores. Based on overall memory performance, the assumption that 
other-race faces are immune to RIF seems less likely than the explanation that face memory is 
generally poor, and might fail to produce inter-item competition during retrieval practice. In the 
future, to encourage participants to form stronger memory traces of studied identities, 
participants might show RIF effects if faces are learned across multiple study sessions, or if 
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identities are used who are recognizable or highly memorable (e.g., celebrities, or unique 
identities with memorable characteristics).  
The results of Experiment 1b and 2b do not provide conclusive evidence about the nature 
of item representations following RIF. Although participants' inter-object distances were smaller 
for typical, relative to non-typical items, there was no difference across Rp-, Nrp, and Rp+ items 
for participants who experienced retrieval practice, nor were there differences across S-, Ns, and 
S+ items for participants who experienced restudy. However, it is possible that because in 
Experiment 1a, participants showed similar patterns of RIF across Practice and Control 
conditions, no differences were present in Practice and Control MDS spaces. Similar to 
Experiment 1b, the results of Experiment 2b do not provide conclusive evidence about how 
episodic representations might change as a function of RIF. Participants did not show differences 
in average inter-face distances as a function of retrieval practice or restudy conditions. Although 
there was limited evidence that the Spatial Arrangement Method of MDS may be sensitive to 
other-race effects (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001) as a measure of psychological space (see also 
Papesh & Goldinger, 2010; Valentine, 1991), differences between own- and other-race faces 
were only present for participants who experienced restudy. Using SpAM, participants were 
instructed to drag and drop studied items and novel distractors in such a way that shorter 
distances reflected higher degrees of perceived similarity. Although SpAM produces MDS 
solutions that are comparable to those generated by traditional pairwise comparisons (Hout et al., 
2013), there are several explanations as to why this method did not produce inter-object and 
inter-face distances that were sensitive to RIF effects. 
First, because participants in Experiment 1b showed significant differences across inter-
object distances based on typicality, it is possible that participants' psychological spaces were 
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dominated by typicality (see, e.g., Figure 11), and that spatial arrangement was simply not 
sensitive enough to detect differences based on inhibitory mechanisms. Second, it is also 
possible that because SpAM involves participants having access to all exemplars while dragging 
and dropping into the active arena, item representations could be continually refreshed. Because 
RIF effects are temporary (MacLeod & Macrae, 2001; Storm, Bjork, & Bjork, 2011; see also 
Murayama et al., 2014), it is possible that this eliminated any effects of inhibition that might 
have been enacted during practice or restudy. Indirect measures that involve secondary 
measurements, such as same/different judgments about two exemplars, may provide a more 
sensitive method of investigating RIF effects in future investigations. Additionally, it is possible 
that inhibitory mechanisms do not act on episodic representations at all, resulting in a lack of 
differences across items beyond what was observed based on typicality. However, this 
explanation seems unlikely given that there is evidence of RIF acting upon episodic 
representation (Racsmány & Conway, 2006; Storm et al., 2007).  
Finally, it is possible that RIF effects are simply not observable using non-explicit testing 
measures, as previous work has provided mixed evidence about the efficacy of using implicit 
measures in measuring RIF effects (Butler et al., 2001; Camp, Pecher, & Schmidt, 2005; Perfect 
et al., 2002). For example, Butler et al. (2001) and Perfect et al. (2002) failed to observe RIF 
effects when memory was assessed through fragment completion. However, Camp et al. (2005) 
provided evidence that implicit measures can reveal RIF effects, but only when participants are 
made explicitly aware of the relationship between experimental phases. Specifically, participants 
who reported they noticed the connection between study (category-exemplar pairs) and test 
(generating exemplars from categories that included those studied), but had not tried to use 
conscious memorization strategies, generated fewer Rp- items, relative to participants who 
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reported they were unaware of any connection. Combined with the lack of effects in Experiment 
1b and 2b, it is possible that participants must be made explicitly aware of the connection 
between study and MDS arrangement in order for differences in psychological space to be 
observed. To date, there have been no investigations of RIF of visual stimuli using implicit 
measures, so it is also possible that traditional implicit measures of verbal information (e.g., 
fragment completion, stem completion) are more likely to produce RIF than implicit measures 
that can be used to assess visual long-term memory (e.g., speeded perception tasks, MDS). 
Considered together, the results of Experiment 1a and 2a provide support for the 
hypothesis that RIF affects an item's episodic representation (Anderson, 2003). This is also in 
line with neurological evidence suggesting that inhibitory mechanisms are activated during 
retrieval practice. For example, Johansson, Aslan, Bäuml, Gäbel, and Mecklinger (2007) 
investigated event-related potentials (ERPs) elicited during a RIF paradigm. Results 
demonstrated that ERPs elicited during retrieval practice over prefrontal regions (i.e., those 
involved in active inhibition; Shimamura, 2000; Anderson, 2003) were larger than those elicited 
during restudy. In addition, ERPs associated with retrieval practice were also predictive of RIF: 
Larger frontal amplitudes during retrieval practice were associated with greater forgetting. 
Additional evidence has shown that when participants engage in the final test after retrieval 
practice, neural correlates of access to stored representations are elicited (Bäuml et al., 2010; see 
also Wimber, Rutschmann, Greenle, & Bäuml, 2008). Rp- items are associated with greater 
activation in the left anterior ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (Wimber et al., 2008), which has 
been suggested to reflect the weakened state of Rp- item representations. Considered with 
evidence that the prefrontal cortex is implicated in episodic memory retrieval (see Cabeza, 
Ciaramelli, Olson, & Moscovitch, 2008, for a review), the current results are most consistent 
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with an inhibition-based account of RIF. Similar to recent evidence showing that RIF effects can 
be obtained presenting specific visual stimuli (Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; Maxcey, 2016; 
Maxcey & Woodman, 2014; Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo et al., 2017), and with evidence of 
episodic inhibition using verbal stimuli (Racsmány & Conway, 2006), the current findings 
suggest that RIF is sensitive to episodic representations (e.g., specific objects or identities).  
The current experiments represent an attempt to examine RIF effects based on competitor 
strength. The attempt to provide an alternate quantification of how precisely item representations 
might change as a function of inhibition, however, remains to be established.  The use of 
recognition practice as a means to produce RIF provides researchers with flexibility to 
incorporate a wide range of visual information, including stimuli such as objects, faces, and even 
specific feature representations (see Ferreira et al., 2014). Finally, while the current attempt to 
assess the representational differences across practiced, relative to unpracticed, exemplars using 
SpAM did not produce clear results, future research can focus on potentially more sensitive 
measures to detect these differences, to examine the influence of inhibitory mechanisms on 
visual information. 
These results provide additional evidence that stronger memories may be more 
susceptible to forgetting when they are unpracticed competitors (Anderson et al., 1994; Storm et 
al., 2007; Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo et al., 2017; see also Spitzer, 2014). Specifically, these 
findings support the interference dependence prediction of the inhibitory account of RIF (see 
Storm & Levy, 2012), and that RIF effects can be produced for visual information via 
recognition practice (Maxcey, 2016; Maxcey & Woodman, 2014; Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo et al., 
2017). The inhibitory account of RIF proposes four primary predictions: Cue independence, 
retrieval dependence, strength independence, and interference dependence. Critical to the current 
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study was interference dependence, or the assumption that the presence or magnitude of RIF is 
dependent on the amount of competition produced between category exemplars during retrieval 
practice. Items that create greater degrees of competition, whether through strong category-cue 
associations (Anderson et al., 1994) or through baseline item strength (Reppa et al., 2017; Rugo 
et al., 2017; Spitzer, 2014), enact greater need for inhibition. In essence, the strength or 
memorability of Rp- items is a better predictor of RIF than the degree to which Rp+ items are 
strengthened through practice. Competing perspectives of RIF, such as associative-blocking 
accounts (Butler et al., 2001; Camp et al., 2007; Perfect et al., 2004) or context-based accounts 
(Jonker et al., 2013), predict instead that association or similarity between category-exemplar 
pairs produce costs for Rp- items. Although RIF for memorable stimuli is not entirely 
incompatible with context-based accounts, the observed RIF for non-typical objects in both 
retrieval practice and restudy conditions are best explained by interference dependence. In 
addition, the finding that unfamiliar faces, regardless of race, did not show RIF supports 
inhibition-based accounts. Context-based accounts might argue that reinstatement of practice 
context should have produced impaired memory for Rp- faces regardless of their memorability. 
Lack of RIF for unfamiliar faces suggests instead that if there is no need for inhibitory processes 
to be enacted due to weaker memory traces, no deficit for Rp- items is observed. In sum, similar 
to recent evidence showing RIF effects are influenced by competitor strength (Reppa et al., 2017; 
Storm et al., 2007; see Spitzer, 2014 for a review), the current results suggest that stronger 
memories may in fact be more susceptible to forgetting. 
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Appendix A. Massive Memory MDS Objects 
Contained in Table A1 is a list of target categories and filler categories from the Massive 
Memory MDS Database (Hout et al., 2014). These categories were chosen to represent images 
that are distinctive based on shape, as object stimuli appeared in greyscale. Sample stimuli from 
the categories birdhouses, benches, and televisions can be found in Figure 2.  
 
Table A1 
Target Categories Filler Categories 
Birdhouses 
Coffee makers 
Ice skates 
Backpacks 
Benches 
Bottles 
Cameras 
Clocks 
Dumbbells 
Fans 
Garbage cans 
Lamps 
Lawn mowers 
Speakers 
Televisions 
Vases 
Desks 
Printers 
Dollhouses 
Door knockers 
Handbags 
Jackets 
Locks 
Phones 
Trophies 
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